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EDI'l'OR'S F'OR\'Il\[W

198) Heeting
The seventh annual llleeUng of the Study GrollI' ,,,"s 1",1d on the: UIlC
campus from June Bth to 12th. About 45 mathematicians and llIathematics
educators met in working groups and plenary sesujolls, folloh jllg a
p"lttecIl established in earlier meetings. The Study Group continues
to fill a unique role, in at least tlvO respects:
it brings mathelllClticians
and mathematics educators togf-·tiler lrJhere they c<\n Ilwel..: on equEll tt.~nns,
and it allo,"3 time for topicil to h., followed thruugh. both during each
meeting and from one meetIng tu the next.

'I'll,., 1983 CMESG/GCEDH meeting followed

the samE' format

1

The prindpal guests LIds year were Peter lIil ton (Suny at IHnv,halillon)
and Stephen Brown (SUNY at Buffalo). The fonner spoke 01\ "'III(' nature
of mathematics today and implications for mathematics teaching", and
the latter 011 "The nature of problem geneLltion and the mathelnatics
curriculum". :l'heir 1,·,-tuH'S were stimulating and provocative, but
perhaps ev"n more significant were their individual contrihutions to
other parts of the progran1111e and their pub] ic dialogues with l'ach other.
scheduled lectures !>(Te given by Daniel Kahneman (UBC) on "Intuitions
and fallacies in rc>asoning about probability" and Thomas Kieren (Alberta)
on "Hathematics curriculum develepment in Canada:
a projection for
the future", and ad 11'11' presentations were offered by Peter Taylor (Queen's)
on "Hatltematlcs as p<,,,try" and John Barry (Hanitoha) on "Cross-cultural
aspects of teaching mathemat.ics".
This year's working groups took as their subjects "Developing statisUcal
thinking". "Tra:ln i ng in diagnosis and remediation for teachers", "Nathematics and languaglo" and "The influence of computer s"ience Oil the
undergraduate mathel"ilt Ics curriculu\Il", At least three of 1I,,, fOllr groups
plan to produce papers or short monographs 01\ the bilsis of thl'ir discussIons.
An afternoon was set aside for demonstrations of computer soft,~are.
There ",en' slIghtly f'-,~er participants this year than at thE last three
meetings, perhaps because travf>lUng expense support is leSt> (>asy to come
by. Although mel?tings ,.lou1d lose their chl1racter If 'the Study Groul' became too large, it se"ms il pity that lIlany mathemntlcs Jepartm('11ts and
faculties of education in Canadn were not represented at all. Anyone wanting jnformation "bout the Study Group may get in tOllch with the 'Yritl,r
or with B.R. Hodgson, llipartement de mathematiq'ws. lJniversit,; I.aval,
Quebec, Que., GLK 71'4.

David Hhel>ler
Department of HathemCltics
Concordia University

used for several

y(~ars.

The agE'·nda i Ilcluded two J (,,,Lures

present ed by promillent persons;
focusin~!

enses;

fOUl: work i nCj qroups, ('ach

on a new or continuing theme from previous confer-

two topic groups and continuing groups.

In ilfldi tion,

the proqram included a computer workshop and opportlHliLles
for ad hoc sessions.
The lectures were presented by Peter Hilton of the
State University of New York at Binghamton and Ste(Jlwn
Brown of the State University of !lew York at Buffal().

The

papers from both l,"ctures are i.ncluded in these pro<;c'(;diI1Ys
in. their entirety.
Reports from each of the working groups are included.
'rlle text of the Topic Group presented by Danle, I
Kohneman entitled "Intentions and fallacies in reasonillCj
about probability" is not included.

However,

some

I~('f('r-

ences whicll include related tectural material are included.

Charles Vc'rhille
EDITOR
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LECTURE 1

Peter !tilton

1.

Introduction

--------

~'Iy

intention in this talk is to study, gr'()sso modo, the

dominant trends in present-day mathematics, and to dr;ll, frolll this
study principles that should govern the choice of contl'nt and

CURRENT TRENDS IN MATHEMATICS
AND FUTURE TRENDS IN MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION

style in the teaching of mathematics at the secondn/'y ;Intl elementary levels.

Some of

th~se

principles will be lime-independent,

in the sense that they should always have been applied to the
teaching of mathematics; others Nill be or special appl ication to
the needs of today's, and tomorrow's, sttldents ;Ind will he,

BY

PETER HILTON
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BINGHAMTON

sense, new.
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of the methods being employed, and to he ahle to analyse how

see, first,

stable the resillts are and the extent to which the methods may he

be broa,l enough to include parts of mathematics appl icahle to son'e

u'odified to suit new situatioll5.

area of mathematics which has already been applied; and, second,

These last points gain fnrther significance if one looks
more carefully at what one means by 'applying mathemat ics'.

No-

that the concept of applicahle mathematics needs to

that the ml'thods of pure and applied mathematics have ml".:h lIlore in
common than \vould be suppcsed by anyone listening to some

or

body would seriously suggest that a piece of mathematics he

more vocifprous advocates.

stigmatized as inapplicable just because it happens not yet to

mathematics ('dul'ation to be drawn from lookhlg at this trend

have been applied.

mathemat ies are t",ofold;

Thus a fairel' distinction than that hetween

th"ir

For our purposes now, the lessons for
ill

first,~~_distillcti~,-,'-.!>e~\V,:,ell__ l)lIr"'-_if!l<!

'pure' and 'applied' mathemat1cs would seem to he one between

!.Il'E.li ed _ilia t.!I~-"!.'.'.!i~~ ___,;_houl d ~~J>e_",-mrha::i",e~_i~_tJ~i1~J~!.!!g,_!)I~

'inapplicable' and 'applicable' mathematics,

mathemat ics, ~nd, second, ll[1portuni t ies t~resen~ __ if.l)1'.1.,~>:'~~!~)-'12

HII(\

ollr earlier

remarks suggest we should take the experimental view tllat the intersection uf inapplicable

mathematj~s

and good

mnthemati~s

Is pruhilbly

should bC' _ tU~-"'-II~herevcr appropria te witltl.t~_~heJl!'~t~~
curriculllm.

--.-----~

empty.

However, this vic" comes cl05c tu being a sUhjective cer-

The second trend we have identified is that of a n<,w

tainty if one undelstands that applying mathematics is very often

unification of

not a single-stage pfocess.

[3J.

We wish tu study R 'real world'

50

lIIathel~atics.

This

is discussed i!t some 1('ngth in

we Ni II not go into great dptai I here.

We would nnl)' wish

problem; we form if scientific model of the prohlem and 'then con-

to add to the discussion in

struet a mathematical, model to reason about the scientific or

tion is clearl)' discernible "'ithin mathelllatical research itself.

conceptual model

(see

[2]).

However,

to reas,ln 1\1 thill the mathc-

[~l

the remark that this net, IInifica-

1I P tot en)' e a)' sag 0 t IlP mD s t c h a I' ~ c t e J' i s tIC f eat II reo [ t his Ie sea r c h

matical model, we may well feel compelled to construct a new

was the 'vertical' development of autonomolls disciplines, sOllie of

mathematical mode.! which embeds our original model

IVhich !Vel'(' of very recent origin.

in a more

Thlls the cOllllllunity of lII<1th('-

abstract conceptual context; for example, we may study a particular

maticians ",as partitioned into suhcomlllunities united bv

partial differentia.! equation by bringing to bear

rather cxclusi_vc interest in a fairly narrow arca of mathematics

of ell iptic differential operators.

it

general theory

Now the process of model ing

mathernatics~

Indeed, it lIIay

category theoi'\', COl1llllllUltive ring theory, real unall'sis, cOlllplex
analysis, SIII1III",bilit)' theory, set theory, etc., et-c.).

well be empirically true that it is more often found in the study

some NOllld :Ir!,.ll(~

of appl ied problems than in research ill [lure mathematics.

sinu' special ists

Thus

comlllon and

(algebraic gpollletry, algebraic topology, homological algebra,

a mathematical situation is a 'purely' mathematical process, but it
is apparently not confined to pure

II

we'

that no renl

COllllllUlllty

Indeed,

of mathematicians existed,

in Jistinct fields ,,'ere barely able to cOllllllllnicate
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- 9 with each other.

The computer is changing mathematics by hringing certain

I do not impute any fault to the system which

prevailed in this period of remarkablY vigorous mathematical

topics into greater prominence--it is even causing mathemati'cians to

growth--indeed, I believe it was historically inevitable and thus

create new areas of mathematics (the theory of computation'll

'correct'--hut it does appear that these autonomous disciplines

complexity, the theory of automata, mathematical cryptolog)').

are now being linked together in such a way that mathematics is

the same time it is relieving us of certain tedious aspects of

being reunified.

traditional mathematical activity which it executes faster and

We may think of this development as 'horizontal',

as opposed to 'vertical' growth.

Examples are the use of com-

more accurately than we can.

At

It makes it possihle rapidly and

mutative rillg theory in combinator'ics, the use of cohomology theory

painlessly to carry out numerical work, so that we may accompHn)'

in abstract algebra, algehraic geom~try, functional analysis and

our analysis of a given problem !Vith the actual

partial differential equations, and the use of Lie group theory

numerical examples.

in many mathematical disciplines, in relativity theory and in

be aware of certain risks to the validity of the solution obtained

invariant gauge theory.

due to such features as structural instability and round-off error.

I believe that the appropriate education of a contemporary

llowever,

\~hen

calcula~ioll

of

we use the comJluter, we must

The computer is especially adept at solving problems involving

mathematician must be broad as well as deep, and that the lesson to

iterated procedures, so that the method of successive approxima-

be drawn from the trend toward a new uni [ication of mathemat.ics

tions (iteration theory) takes on a ,new prominence.

must involve a similar principle.

hand, the comJluter renders obsolete certain mathematical techniques

We may so formulate it:

must break down artificial barriers between mathematical

we

topic~

t'hroughout the student's mathematical education.

(In the other

which have hitherto been prominent in the ct.lrriculum--a sufficient
example is furnished by the study of techniques of integration.

The third trend to which I have drawn attention is that

There is

D

great debate raging as to the impact which

of the general availability of the computer and its role in actually

the computer should have on the curriculum (see, for example,

changing the face of mathematics.

16)).

The computer may eventually take

over our lives; this would be a disaster.

Let us assume this dis-

Without taking sides in this debate, It is plain that there

should be

H

noticeable impact, and that every topic must be examined
It is also

aster can be avoided; in fact, let us assume further, for the

to determine its likely usefulness in a computer age.

purposes of this discussion at any rate, that the computer plays

plain that no curriculum today can he regarded as cOlllplete unless

an entirely constructive role in our lives and in the evolution of

it prepares the student to lise the computer and to undel"stand its

our mathematics.

!I~~-':'L,_~r~!:ati~I!'

What will then be the effects?

We should incluele in this understanding a

realization of its scope and its limitations; and we should ahandon

•

- 11 the
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idea, today so prevalent in educational theory and

the corresponding computer attribute--and this is a society

practice, that the prinCipal purpose of mathematical education is

nominally dedicated to the development of each humnn being's indi-

to enable the child to become an effective comptlter even if deprived

vidual capacities.

of all mechanical aids!

computer docs hest and to design tIle teaching of mathematics as a

Let me elaborate this point with the following table of
comparisons.

On the left I list human attributes and on

th~

right

I list the contrasting attributes of a computer when used as a
calculating engine.

generally human activity.

This apparently obvious principle hns

remarkably significant consequences for the design of the curriculum, the topic to which we now turn.

stress this point because I must cmpahsize

that I am not here thinking of the computer as a research tool in
the study of artificial intelligence.

Computers evolve very milch faster than human beings so that their
characteristics may well undergo dranatic change in the span of a
IHth these cavea.t!,

3.

I~_~~con~Curriculum

Let us organize this <liscusslon around the "In and Out'

I should also add that I

am talking of contemporary human beings and contemporary computers.

human lifetime.

Let us agree to leave to the computer what the

let Ille display the table.

principle.

That is, we will list the topics which should'be 'In·

or strongly elllphasized, and the topics I;!lich should be 'Out' or
very much underplayed.

We Idll also be concerned to recomm('nd or

castigate, as the case may be, certain teaching strntegies and
styles.

We do not claim that all

0111'

recommendations are strictly

lIumans

Computers

contemporary, in the sense that the)" arc responses to the current

Compute slowly and inaccurately.

Compute fast and accurately.

prevailing chnnges in mathematics and its uses; !'ome, in p,rticular

Get distracted.

Are remorseless, relentless
and dedicated.

those devoted to questions of teaching practice, arc of a

Are interested in many things at
the same time.

Always concentrate and cannot
be diverted.

Sometimes give up.

Are incurably stubborn.

by commentary.

Are often intelligent and understanding.

Are U5lWJly petiantic and
rather stupid.

more likely

lIave ideas and imagination, make
inspired guesses, think.

Cnn execllte 'JP ... ELSE'
instrllctions.

lIumB!1 and Computer Attributes
It is an irony that we seem to teach

mathematic~

as if

our objective were to replace 'each human attrihute in the child by

nature and should, in my judgment,

h,,\'(' been adopted long

ln~ting
~ince.

We Idll present a list of 'In' and 'Out' items, folloh'cd

tll

We begin with the 'Out' category, since this is
claim general attention; and ldthin

gory we first: consider petbgor,icaJ tC'('hni4ues.

till'

'Out' catc·

-

- 13 Out (Secondary Level)
1.

ll~

-

Pointlessness means unmotivated mathcQatirul process.
By 'pie- in- the-sky' motivation we refer to a form of pseudomotiva-

Teaching Strategies

tion in which the student is assured that, at some ullspeci fle,1
Authoritarianism.
future date, it lVi 11 become clear IVhy the current piece of ma theOrthodoxy.
matics warrents l.earning.

Pointlessness.

it lVill be useful

Pie-in-the-sky motivation.

Thus lVe find much algebra done because

in the future in studying the differential and

integral calclIlus--just as much strange arithmetic done at the
2.

ToE.ics

elementary IC'vC'1 can only be justified by the student's subsequent
Tedious hand cacluations.

exposure to algebra.

Complicated trigonometry.

of presenting to the student applications of the mathematics being

Learning geometrical proofs.

learnt

Artificial 'simplifications'.

maturity; obviously. if an application is to motivate a student's

Logarithms as calculating devices.

study of a mathematical topic, the application mllst be interesting.

,~hich

One might perhaps also include here the habit

could onl)' interest the student at a later level of

With rcigard to the expendable topics, tedious hand

Commentary
There should be no need to say anything further about
the evils of authoritarianism and pointlessness in presenting
mathematics.

They disfigure so many teaching situations and are

responsible for the common negative attitudes towards mathematics
which regard it as unpleasant and useless.

By orthodoxy we intend

the magisterial attit~de which regards one 'answer' as correct aJld
all others as (equally) wrong.

Such an attitude has been particu-

larly harmful in the teaching of geometry.

Instead of being a

wonderful source of ideas and of questions, geometry must appear
to the student required to set down a proof according to rigid
and immutable rules

HS

a strange sort of theology, with prescrihed

responses to virtlJally meaningless propositions.

calculations have obviously been rendered obsolete b)' the availability of hand-calculators and minicomputers.

To retaill these

appalling travesties of mathematics in the curriculum can be
explained onty by inertia or sadism on the part of the teachel
and curricululll planner.

It Is important to retain the trigono-

metric functions (especially as functions of real variables) [IUd
their basic identities, but complicated identities should be eliminated and tedious calculations reduced to a minimum.

Understanding

geometric proofs is vc-rr important; inventing one's olm is a
splendid experience for the student; but memorizing proofs is a
suitable occupation only [or one contemplating a monastic life of
extreme [Isceticism.

~llIch

time is current Iy taken lip Idth the

student processing a mathematical exprpssion which camp from

- 15 nowhere, involving a combination of
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parenth~ses,

fractions, owl reducing the expression

tl)

negatives, and

~~~~rrr.~! a~ y_

!V!th respect to te<\ching strategies, our most significant

Ulle more socially

acc~pt~ble.

This is absurd; but, of ClJurse, the student must

recommendat ion is the

learn how to

~ubstitute

and, bllt it is the most characteristic of the Ivhole tenor of this

numerical vaiues for the \'''rial:>les appear-

lng in a natural mathelllatical

article.)

expres~ion.

Let us now turn to the positive side. Since, as our

fj

r,;t.

(1 do not

say it is the most import-

Mathematics is a unity, albeit a remarkahly subrle one,

and we IUllst teach lIlathematics to stress this.

It

is not true, as

first recolllmendation helow indi"ate~', we are IHOlvJ:,lng an inte-

some claim, thilt all guod mathemat ics- -or even all appl icable mathe·

grated approach to the curriculum, the topics we I ist are rather

matics--has arisen in response to the stimulus of prol>lems coming

of the form of modules than full-blown courses

from

~~~:;i..de

mathematics; bllt it is trlle that all good mathematics

has arisen from the then existing mathematics, freqllE'ntly, of course,
In
1.

(Secondar~

Level)

under the impulse of a 'real I<orld' problem.
an interrelated and Ilighly

Teac!!l~lL 5tra ~~L~~

An integrated approach to the curriCUlum, stressing
the interdependence of the various parts of mathematics.
Simple applications.
Historical

discipline, and we do vio-

lence to its trlle natnre by separating i t·· .. for teaching or research
purposes--into artificial watertight compartments.

In part ieular',

geometr), plays a special role in the history of human

references.

tholl~ht.

[t

represents man's (and woman's!) primary attempt to reduce the COIll-

Flexibility.

plexity of our tllrep-deminsional amhience to one-dimensional

Exploitation of computing availability.
2.

articul~ted

Thus mathematics is

language.

It thus reflects ollr natural interest in the world [lround

us, and its very existence testifies to our curiosity alld our search

T0l'_G:~

Geometry and Algebra (e.g., liHear and qllallratic functions,
equations and inequalities).

for patterns and order in apparent chaos.

lIIe conclude that gE'ometry

is a natural conceptual framelVork for the formulation of qllcstions
Probability and statistics.
and the presentation of results.

It is not, however,

in Itself a

Approximation and estimation, scientific notation.
method of answering questions and achi('\'ing results.
Iterat I VP pl'ocedures,

sllcce~s i~e

preemillentl), played by algehra.
Rational nllmbers,

This role is

approximation.
If geometry is a source of ques-

ratios and rates.
tions and algehra a means of ans\;ering them, it is pLainly

Arith1ll0tic meall and geometric mean (Hnd harillonic mean).
ridiculous to separate them.
Elementary 1Il1mher theory.
Paradoxes.

1101; mlln)' students have suffered

through :lIgebra courses, learning methods of solution of prohlems

- 17 coming from nowhere?
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The result of stich compartmentalized

\Vi th regard to topics, I,e have already spoken about the

instructiun is, frequently and reasonably, 'a sense of futility

link betN('en geometry and algebra, a topic quite large enough to

and of the pointlessness of mathematics itself.

merit a sC'pararc article.

The good sense of including applications and, where

The next two items must be in the cur-

riculum simply because no member of a mudern industrial ized

appropriate, references to the history of mathematics is surely

society can affor;d to be ignorant of these suhjects, which

sel f-evident.

stitute our principal day-to-day means of hringing quallt'i tat ive

Both these recommendations could he included in a

COIl-

hroader interpretation of the thrust toward an integrated curricu-

reasoning to hear on the world around us.

lum.

addition, that approximation and estimation techniques are essential

The qualification that the applications should he simple is

intended to convey both that the applications shoilld not involve

l\1e point ont, in

for checking and interpreting machine calculations.

sophisticated scientific ideas not available to the students--

It is my helief that much less attention should be paid

this is a frequent defect of traditional 'applied mathematics'--

to genera I resul ts on the convergence of sequences and ser i ('S, and

and that the applications shOUld be of actual interest to the

much more on questions related to the rapidity of convergence and

student, and not merely important.

the stahility of the limit.

The notion of flexihility with

This applies even more to the tcrtiarv

regard to the curriculum is ioherent in an integrated approach;

level.

it is obviously inherent in the concept of good teaching.

iterative procedures si nee these are so Hell adapted to .compllter

Let

1I00vever, at the secondary level, we should he cmpha,;izing

us admit, howev~r, that it can only be achieved if the teacher is

programming.

confident in his, or her, mastery of the mathematical content.

ing applications--is that a sequence IXnl

Perhaps the most important result--full of interest-

Finally, we stress as a teaching strategy the use of the handcalculator, the minicomputer 'and, where appropriate, the"computer,

aXn + b, converges to

' satisfying xn

+

I

~ if'lal <I and diverges if lal >1.

not only to avoid tediolls calculations hut also in very positive

(For one application see [4)).

ways.

notion of proof and definition b), induct ion should be recast in

Certainly we include the opportunity thus provided for

doing actual numerical examples with real-life data, and the need

'machine'

l\1e mention here the matter of computer

aided instruction, but we believe that the advantages of this use
I

language for today's student.
TIl(' next recommendation is integrative in nature, yet

to re-examine the emphasis we give to various topics in the light
of computing availability.

It is prohahle that th,e Hhole

it refers to a change which is long overdue.
as parts

or

Fractions start life

Hholes and, at a certain stage, come to represent

of the computer depend very much on local circulllstances, and are

amounts or lIIeasurements and therefore numhers.

more likely tu arise i1t the elementary level.

not

,!~lIls('I_~t's

lIolve'ver, the) are'

numhers; the numhers they represent arc rational
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- ]9 numbers.

this should only happen when one has earned the right to be sloppy
If
by understanding the precise nature of fractions (see 15]).
ratiOllal numbers are explicitly introduced, the'l it becomes un-

neces~ary to treat ratios as new and distinct quantities.

Rates

also may then be understood in the context of ratios and dimensionDl
analysis.

However, there is a further aspect of the notion of

rate whlcll it is important to include at the secondary level.
refer to average rate of change and, in particillar, average speed.
The principles of

gra~natical construction suggest that, in order

to understand the composite term 'average speed' one must underThis is quite
stand the cons t i tuen t terms 'average' and 'speed'
false; the term 'average speed' is much more elementary than either
of the tenns 'average', 'speed', and is not, in fact, their compo'
site.

A discussion of the abstractions 'average' and 'speed' at

the secondary level would be valuable in itself and an excellent
preparation for the differential and integral calculusRelated to tile notion of averag~ is, of course, that of
arithmetic mean.

T strongly urge that there be, at the secondar~'

level, a very full discussion of tile arithmetic, geometric and
harmonic means and of the relations between them.

The fact that

the arithmetic mean of the non-negative quantities aI' a Z' ... ,
a

Traditionally, Euclidean geumetry has been held to

Of course, one comes to speak of them as numbers, but

is never less th~n their geometric meRn
n

occurs precisely IVhen a

l

il2

:!nd

tint equality

~ an' may be used to obtain

just.ily its ['lilcP in the secondary curriculum on the grounds that
it teaches the student logical reasoning.
in some PJiltOJlic

a point made very effectively in a recellt book hy ~vnn Niven.

tru~.'

What we can observe eml,irical Iy today

is that it survives in ollr curriculum in virtually total

isolation

from the rest of mathematics; that it is not pursued at the universi.ty: and th'rt.it
flair for

instils,

in all but the very fl''', not a

10gic,i1 reasoning but distastp for geometry, a feel ing

of pointiessnc'ss, and a familiarity with failure.

Again, it rl'Ould

take a separatp article (at the very least) to do jllst ice to the
intricatl'

'1"('~tioll

curr_iculllHi .

Ilere,

of the role of synthptic geometry in the
wish to proposp that its hypothetical role

can be assllmpd by a study of elementary number theory, where the
3xiomatic

system is so much less complpx than that of plane

Sucl idean geollletry.

~Ioreover,

the integers are very' re,d' to

:he student and, potenti,llly, fascinating.

Results can be ohtained

,y discipl illl'd thought, in a few I ines, that no high-speed comp"ter
:ould obtain, Idthout the benefit of human anaJ),sis, in the
6
.tuclent's Jifptime ((710 )12 ;;; I mod 13). Of course, lo~~.cal
easoning

~hollid

also enter into (Jlhl'r parts of the curricll1l1m;

f couro'e, too, s),nthc-ttc proofs of geometrical "roposit·ions shollid
ontinue to play

d

part ill the rcaching of !'.eomctry, hut not at.

he expense of the principal role of ge<lmetry as a source of
ntllitiolJ and inspiration and as a Iileans of interprPting and
nderstanding algehraic expressions.

many maximwn or minimum results IVlrich are traditiunally treated us
applications of the differential calculus of several variahl~s--

acaJcmy.

This may lJavc bePIl

~Iy
)1'

fin;d

rl'commcndation is also directed to the need

providing st ilHllills for thought.

lil're I IIndprstand, hy a
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paradox, a result which conflicts with conventional thinking, not
R result which is self-contradictory.

Out (Elementary Level)

A consequence of an effect-

ive mathematical education stould be the inculcation of a healthy

1.

'feacl~i.!I!L:';_!~tegies

.Just as for the secondarr level.

scepticism which protects the individual against the blandishments

t:mphasis on accuracy.

of self-servillg propagandists, be they purveyors of perfumes,
toothpastes, or politics.

In this sense a consideration of

2.

Topic?.

paradoxes fully deserves to be classified as applicable mathematics!

I'tnphasis on hand algorithms.

An example of a paradox would be the following:

Emphasis on addition, subtraction, division ilnd tlip
order relation with fractions.

Students A and B

must submit to twenty tests during the school term.

Up to half

improper work with decimals.

term, student A had submitted to twelve tests and passed three,
while student B had submitted to six tests and passed one.

Thus,

for the first half of the term, A's average was superior to B's.

Commen~~

The remarks about teaching strategies are, if anything,

In the second half of the term, A passed all the remaining eight

even more important at the elementary level than the secondary level.

tests, while B passed twelve of the remaining fourteen.

For the damage done by the adoption of ohjectionahle teaching

Thus, for

tIle second half of the term, A's average was also superior to B's.

strategies at the elementary level is usuully ineradicahle, Dnd

Over the whole term, A passed eleven tests out of twenty, while B

creates th(, rrnss phonomenon of 'math nvoidance' so conspicuous in

passed thirteen tests out of twen.ty, giving B a substantially bet-

present-dar society.

ter average than A.

hope that th.e student "ho has received an enlightened elemenLlr),

4.

mathematical education and has an understanding and on experience

The Elementary Cljrriculum..

of what mathpmntics can and should he like rna)' be hetter able to

This articlJ (like the talk itself!) is already
inordinately long.

Thus I \\fill permit myself to be mnch briefer

with my commentary than in the discussion of the secondary curriculum, believing that the rationale for my

recon~endations

will be

clear in the light of the preceding discussion and the reader's own
experience.

On the other hand, one might optimisticallr

J will again organize the discussion on the basis of

the 'In' and 'Out" format beginning with the 'Out' list.

survive the rigors of a traditional secondary instruction if
unfortunate enollgh to be called upon to do so, and realize that
it is not the hizarre nature of mathematics itself which is responsible for his, or her, alienation from the suhject as tallght.
l'Ii th r<'gard to the topic's, I draw attention to the
primacy of multip) ication as the fund:lInentaI arithmetical operation
with fractions.

For the notion of fractions is embedded in our
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- 24 Again, we turn to the positive side.

language "nd thus leads naturally to that of a fraet ion of a fract ion.
:~

.

The arithmetical operation which IVe perform to calculate, say, 5 ,) I

In (E lement" ry Lev(' 1)
{. IVe ~.<'£.i~ .to be the product of the fract ions concerned.

Some
1.

E<,'.'l.':·ilingSoo~_;lteg}es

1V0rk should be done IVith the addition of elementary fractions, hut

As for the secondary level.

only lVith the beginning of a fairly systematic study of elementarr

Employment of confident, capahle Clnd entllllsiastic
teochers.

probability theory should addition be given much prominence.
Incideutally, it is \;orth remarking that in the latter context, Ne
2.

10.P!~· 5

generally have to "dd fractions IVhich have the same denominatorunless lVe have been conditioned hy prior training mindlessly to

Numbers for counting and measurement--the two
arithmetics.

reduce any fraction IVhich comes into our hands.

Division as a mathematical model in variolls contexts.

Improper work IVith decimals is of two kinds.
deplor~

problems of the kind 13.7

misalignment.

+ 6.8~,

Approximation and estimation.

First,

Averages and statistics.

IVhich invite error by

Ilecimals represent measurements: if

t\W

I'ract ical, informal geomet r)'.

measurements

Geometry and mensuration; geometry and probabil it)'
(Nonte Carlo method).

are to be addell, they must be in the same units, and the HJO
measurements would have heen made to the same degree of accuracy.
Thus the proper problem would have been 13.70
ficulty would have heen encountered.

Second,

of the kind 16.1 x 3.7, IVhere the intended
no reasonahle circumstances

he justi fled;

call

an

HIIS\I/er

+ 6.83,

(;cometry and simple equations· and inequalities.

and no dif-

Negative numbers in measurement, vector addition.

deplore problems
I'lactions and elementary pl·obability theory.

~n5Ner

is 59,57.

Ip

t,fction of finite algorithm ;lnd r('cursivc df'finit inn
i in ro rllla 1 1 .

to two places of Jecimal:;

indeed all one can say is that the ilnS\ver should be
Comll~".n_!a r)'

between 58.58 and 60.56.

•

counterproductive.

It

Such spurious accuracy is

Illisl~ading

LInd

is probahl y encCluragcd by the USllfil
SOIllC

lIIay object to

OUI'

incillsion of the teacher reqllirt'-

algorithm given for multiplying decimals (in particlIlor, for
ment amullg the' teach ing strategies'· others lIIay Iwrll;]ps objC'ct to
locatillg the decimal point by cOllnting digits to the right of the
its omission ilt tile .sec:ondal'Y level!

lVe

find it "ppropriatC',

decimai point); it wOllld be far better to place the decimal point
indeed lle('C'SS<ll'Y, to include this desideratlllll,
by estimation.

not only to stress
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how absolutely essential the good teacher is to success at the

and should be linked with key parts of elementary mathematics.

elementary level, but also to indicate our disagreement with the

We recommcnd plenty of experience with actual materials (e.g.,

proposition, often propounded today, that it is possihle, e.g. with

folding strips of paper to make regular polygons and polyhedra),

computer-aided instruction, to design a 'teacher-proof' curriculum.

but very lit tIc in the way of geomet ric proof.

The good, capable teacher can never be replaced; unfortunately,

practical, informal geometry, within an integrated curriculum.

certain certification procedures in the United States do not

Henec \;e recommend

We claim it is easy and natural to introdnce negative

reflect the prime importance of mathematical competence in the

numhers, and to teach the addition and subtraction of integers--

armoury of the good elementary teacher.

motivation abounds.

We close with a few brief remarks on the topics listed.

The multiplication of negative numhers llike

the addition of fractions) can and should be postponed.

It is an extraordinary triumph of human thought that the same

As we have said, mUltiplication is the primary

system can be used for counting and measurement--but the two arith-

arithmetical operation on fractions.

matlcs diverge in essential respects--of course, in many problems

be dealt with in context--and probahility theory provides an

both arlthmetics are involved.

excellent context for the addition of

Measuremellts are inherently

imprecise, so that the arithmetic of'measurement is the arithmetic
'of approximation.

Yes, 2 + 2

4 with a probability of

l

=

4 in counting arithmetic; but 2

+

2

appalling feature of traditional drill aritl\metic.

This topic has

heen discussed elsewhere [n; here let it sllffice that the solution
to the division problem 1000

+

12 should depend on the context of

the problem and not the grade of the student.
Geometry should he a thread running through the
student's entire mathematical education--we have stressed this at
the 'secondary level.

fractions.

I t is, however,

not legitimate to drag a context in to give apparent just.ificat ion
for the inclusion, already decided Gn, of " given topic.

if we are dealing with measurement.*

The separation of division from its context is an

The other operations should

The idea of a finite algorithm, and that of a recursive
definition, are central to computer programming.

Slll-h ideas will

need to he clarified in the mathematics classroom, since nowhere
else in the school will the responsihility he taken.

However,

it

is reason"ble to hope that today's students will have hecome familiar
with the cOllcC'ptllal aspects of the computer in their dai Iy I ivesunless cOlllmercial illterests succeed in presenting the microcomputer
as primarily the source of arcade gumes.

Here we show hOI, geometry and graphing can

But this is just one aspect of the general malaise of
our contemporary society, and deserves a much more thorough treat-

*If AB = 2 ins., and Be = 2 ins., each to the nearest inch, then
AC = 4 ins. to the nearest inch with a prohability of 3/4.

ment than

I<C

can give it here.

It is time to rest my case.

#
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view my problpm today as one of providing

not be bored by yet

one

more

some

nUch to that already established tradition.

Mathematics Curriculum*

such that I will

foray into a field lhat I have had a hand in

establishing over a considerable period of time.

The Nature of Problem Generation in the

novelty

could of

COllrse

add a small

After considerable reflection

however, I have decided to try something more personally challenr,ing.

I will

reconstruct for you a large portion of the entire terrain, but I wIll attempt
Stephen 1. Brown
State University of New York at Buffalo

to do so through a new set of lenses.

Though I wi 11 occasionall y reproduce

:ategory distinctions and examples I have previously devised,I will be approachI - Some Personal Ruminations

lng much of what looks like repetition from a new enough perspective so that you

As Peter Hilton indicated in his address two days ago, this group is
testimony to the fact that though endangered, "smaU" is not extinct.

It

also however is testimony to something more precious--to the fact that small
is not incompatible wIth diversity of point of view, and more importantly with
mutual respect for that diversity.

What has been most refreshing to discover

lill have the opportunity to help unearth for IDe not only new potential, but the
~istence

of inconsistencies I have alluded to earlier.

ami liar with what I have previously written and who wish to get on with the
ystery, I recomm<>nd that you focus upon my comments dealing with morality and
ith the relationship of a problem to a situation.

is that there is greater within ~ diversity (among mathematicians, mathe-

II - The Rhetoric of Problem

suspect that this address will reveal yet another kind of diversity and

inconsistencies within the individual.

namely

The problem (to use a word that will

,ter Hilton's, it turns out that a couple of gratuitous remarks on problem solving
the end of his presentation provide a natural entree for much of what I have·
, say.

To begin, he points out correctly that one doesn't merely solve problems

invite you.to view what I say recursively) is that I have thought about the
subject matter of this talk for a long time.

Solv~

Though it was not my original intention to integrate this presentation with

matics educators, and school teachers) than between such groups.

even incompatibility for which there may be slightly less tolerance:

For those of you ,,,,ho are

As a matter of fact, the first

the abstract; rather one solves specific problems.

His point then is that one

article in which my colleague, Harion Walter, and I ventured into the territory

s to know thIngs (and preferably a lot of things) before s/he can solve problems,

was published by David \,heeler when he was editing llathematics Teaching. (Walter

d that it is a mIstake to engage people in problem solving behavior

and Brown, 1969)

ve acquired some healthy repertoire of knOl<ledge.

Furthermore, not only have I recently published an article

with the same theme in FLH (Brown, 1981), but our thinking is about to culminate

~ht

in a book that draws together a decade and a half's 'JOrth of playIng around with

~hematics

the idea of problem generation (Brown and Walter, 1983).
*T111s paper is a modification of an address delivered on June 10, 198] for the
Canadian Hathematics Education Study Group at the Un!versi ty of British Colmllb!a
ill Vancouver, Canada.

~efore

they

The implication is that we

be better advised to familIarize students wiLh a substantial aniotlnt of
before we engage them in solving prohlems.

It appears to me tilat he Ilas arrived at a 11011 sequitor

based lipan a premise

,
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- 31 that 1s logie.ally correct.
problems "in general ..

H

That is, it certainly :is true that one doesn't solve

If

ask you what problem

YDU

are trying to solve, and

you respond with, "I'm noL trying to 801ve any specific problem at all.

11m

at the wrong

~)pot

wi Lh regar.d to inqui ry..

That if), 1 t leads us to focus on

answers or sululions rathel" than upon questions.

Though he r.my be. correcl in

terms of exi.sti1Jg pr<!ctlce, and he does capture an important truth, the situ-

just solving problems in general," I might have goud reason to doubt not that

ation in terms of the logic and the potential practice of prohlem solving in

you may be a good problem sol"er, but rather that you

the curriculum requires considerably more "uupackIng" than that hrief remal-k

understand the meanin&

would seem to warrant.

of problem solving in the first place.
But to say that one solves problel'ls by working ou specIfic "things," does
not imply that those "things" themselves are "acquired" tot"lly independently of
problem solving.

That Is, the picture Peter Uilton has conveyed is that the

following are logically or temporally related from left to right.

Huch of what follows wiJl be an effort to explore the

nature of the interrelationship and the independence of prob]('m solving and
problem genprnting.
In preparation for providing such linkages, J would like to dwell a little
longer on problem solving 1'er se.

By the end of this section, the compelling

need to relate the two will begin to emerge.
Being filled up
with knowledge

.-----7

problem solving

A quarter of a century ago, C.

r.

Snow accurately po1.nted out how

ljttlf~

the two -cultlircs--roughly the sciences and the humanities--have learlled to
l·lhile it may be true that a "thing" (call it knowledge if you wish) is
understand each other and lb gain from the \IIU:;dom they each have to offer.
needed as a

prere'luisit~

for solving prGblems, it is 1 b"Ueve a fundamental
(Snow, 1959)

pedagogical error to act as if those "thlng5" can ever be acquired much as an
empty vessel can be fined lip.

Bt't\.'eeu the t\10 a gulf of mutual incomprehension--somctimes • • . hostility
and db-dike, but most of all lack of understandJng [emerges].
They have
a curious distorted image of each ol-liAr • • • • non-sci(,lltists tend to
thinl' of scientiAts "5 brash and boaslful . • • • [They) have a rOOled
impression that the scientists are sltalJ.owly upt irnistjc) llJ1m'Nlrl? of
mnn's rondition. On the other hand, the f)cfenti~;ts believe tllat the
]ltprary intellectuals are totn11y lfH king In fur~t.:ght, peculiarly
WU'nIlCf.'rnec. wi th t.hrdr brothpr men, 111 a det:'p sense a"lti--intcl1'2C'tuaJ ~
amdtHIS to rc:::;trict DGth art ilnd thought to the existential momt.~nt.
(p. 12)

"Comin!\ to know" anything in radically different

froOl being filled lip and the forl'ler shllres some important e12ments with the
activi ty of problem solving.

Ilhlle I will not be able to "prove" in what

follows that the diagram above 1s essentially wrong, I hope to suggest enough
through a c:omhination of logical analysis and encouragement to JoIn me in intu)-

Not onl\ are their problem solving styles dlfferent, hilt more importantly
spection on past learning experiences so tl;at one of us can eventually find a

there fIre
careful way of ace.uately depleting the rell>tio"iihlp.

t1jVt'q~(,llt

first place, as w(dl

,

views on what it means

fOT

somethi11g to he

it

prohlem in the

A polnUug in that dlrecitS

what it means for sometilll1g to bp. solved.

lve shall spell

tion will furnish the backgr01l11d inu8le for much of what 1 will be saying.
out explicitly some of these dIfferences later on, but for the mOIlIt-'nt, it is worth
I find P~ter Bjlton's other comment wit.h regard to prohlt!m sol'Jing and the

observing thal as a profession, mathematics education is almost by definjtJon bound
curriculum more compatible with much of what [ believe to be the case, though
to the schlz()pilrt'll ia state of sl"arching for and cn>ating the uSn()\.;-(~.\pped" br ldges;

It also is in need of repair.

lie cOlUments that a major dlfficulty with the
fOl' mathplUatics is more ctoBeiy aligned with tilt: culture and \Jorid vie\.; of science

present educatiollal interest In prol)lem solving is that it fociises attcntiol,
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rather than to resolve or dissolve them as "e are prone to do in IlathematIcs.

and education with that of the humanities.
As we search [or a better understanding of what problem solving might be

(Lipman, ~

In particular, we have overlooked those educational efforts ill other fields
which have been concerned with problem solving but have indicated that concern
Dewey's analysis of "reflective thought" and of

the concept of "intelligence" would seem to offer a rich compliment to much of
the problem solving rhetoric.

influencing tile cllrrjculum in schools as far back as the progressive education

The role of doubt, surprise and habit in problem

dIsciplines through the use of critical thought. (Taba, 1950)

of Polya, and would offer options we have not yet incorporated in much of our
thinking about problem solving in the curriculum.

(Dewey, 1920, 1933)

We have much to learn about the role of dialogue in problem solving, something

the hallmark bot only of English education, but of several curriculum progrm.s in
other fields as well.

"Public controversy" in the social studies in the late 60's

and early 70's was a central theme around which students were taught not only to
carryon intelligent dialogue, but more importantly to unearth and to discuss
controversial and sometimes incompatible points of view.
1970).

It

(Oliver and Newman,

would enrich considerably what it is "e call problem solving In

mathematiCS, if we were to entertain the possibility that for logIcal as well as
pedagogical reasons, we might encourage not merely complementary, but incompatible

perspectives on a problem or a series of problems.
in the social studies as well as in the newly

Furthermore such curriculum

~merging

field

of philosophy for

children mIght enable us to he Ip litudents apprec1ate irreconcilable differences

is a history

solving, but because the theme is presently undergoing rejuvenation in the non-

scientific disciplines much as problem solving has re-emerged in mathematics
and science.

In closing this section, we turn towards one area within which the tunes
of critical thinking have been re-sung recently--that of moral education.

The

issues that emer"e here and those that we devel?p in the next section are part
of the new (anti not yet "ell integrated) backdrop mentioned in the first section.
First of ali, we might ask why critical thinking and moral education have

we in mathematics education have tended to view in pale "discovery exercise!! terms

Yet the use and analysis of dialogue in educational settings has been

It

that is worth tllHlerstantiing not only because of its connection with pr0blem

solving explored by Dewey would seem to compliment much of the influential work

at best.

be~an

era, and there is a considerable history of efforts to integrate different

ing in the first place,

through a different language.

1977)

"Critical thinking is another "near relative" of problem solving that

about, however we have not only neglected to build bridges, but we have tended
to ignore most non-mathematical educational terrain that might be worth connect-

al.,

been joined at all.

To many people, they would seem to occupy different poles.

The connection h.inges on our concern for the teaching of vallJes in a pluralistic,

democratic society.

How do we go about such education in " publIc school setting

without indoctrinating tdth regard to a particular religious or ethnic point of
view?

Though we might argue over whether or not it is a set of val.tles itself

and if so, why I t Is tl"'t Stich a collection is more neutral than any religIous
or ethnic point of vipw, the liberal tradition of thinking critically about
whatever values one adopts does provide an entree for those concerned tvith
~

morality in a pluralistic society.
Though there are a number of diffe ..",t kinds of programs withIn "hich
moral educatioll is taught (Lirkona, 1976}Jmost of
or natural dilemmas as a starting point.

tlH'ID

rely hea.vily upon contrived

Ollr foclis here will be on Kohlberg's
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rules that could conceivably change but with reg.ln.] for abstract principles of

program of moral development and education.

A typical duenuna he has used for
justice and respect for the dignity of human beings.

Such principles single

much of his resedrch and fur his deliberate program of educatjon as well is the
out fairness and Impartiality as part of the very defInition of morality.
Heinz dilemma:
None of
In Europe. a woman was near death fr\)m a rare form of cancer.
There was ol~e drug that the doctors thought might save her, a
form of ra,lit,m that a druggist in the same town had recently
discovered. The druggist was charging $2000, ten tir.les what the

drug cost him to make.

tlles~

structural arguments (e.g., punishment/reward, law alld order,

justice) in themselves dictate what is a correct resolution of any dilemma.
Rather they form port of the web that is used to justify the declsions made,

The sick woman's hushand, Heinz, went

to everyone he knew to borrow the money, hut he could only get
together about half of what the drug cost. He told the druggist
that his wife was dylug and asked him to sell it cheaper or let
101m pay latc".
But the druggist said, "no." So Heinz got
desperate and broke Into the manls store to steal the drug fpr
his wife.
(Kohlbeq:;, 1916, p. 42)

and it is in Ilstenlng to these reasons that Kohlberg and his followers are
capable of deciding upon one's level of moral development.

Despite the fact that Kohlberg's scheme for negotiating moral development

neglects to foclls upon action, it is a ["efreshing counterpolnt to a program of
Should lIeinz have stolen Lhe drug?

Based upon an analysis of longitudinal
moral education which conceives of its role as one of inculcdting

case studies to answers of

dilen~aH

!~recif!c

of this sort, Kohlberg has created a scheme
alls('n~'e

values in the
of moral growth that he c]aims is developmental.

of reaSon.

Nevertheless, tilere has been SOnte penetrating

Furthermore, he has created
criticism ()f hi[-: scheme recently--a criticism whil:h cl>ndemns much of Kohlberg's

not only a research t.oo] hut fln e.ducation::!] program around such dilemmas.

It
t-)urk fin grounds of flexism.

That is, Kohlberg's research and ultimately his

is through di8cussing and jusllfying responses to such djlemmas that studel1t"s
scheme for what represents a correct hierarchy of dpvelopment is based upon his
matllre In their abllity Lo find good reasons for their choices.
longitudinal

resp:~rch only_~~~~a]e~..

Once the scheme was creoted and the

It is not: the specific value that one cho,)s"s (e.g., steal the drug vs.

stages developmentCllly construed, Kohlberg interviewed females and concluded

allow the wife to die), but the reasons offered for the decIsion that places
that theIr deviatlon from the established hierarchlcal scheme implied an arrested
people along a scale of nooral uevelopluent.
fonn of moral development.
At the lowest level uf moral maturity, (pre-conventional) Kohlberg finds
Gilligan (1982) points out that the existence of a totally different catethat people argue

primarily from an awareness of pun1shment and reward.

Thus
~ory

scheme for men

and women not only may he a consequence of different

someone at a Im,lest stage of development mIght claim that netn? should nl1t steFil

)sychological dynamics, but rather than exhibiting R logically inferior mind
the rlrug because he would he punished by being sent to jail, or he might claim
;et, it suggests moral c<ltegories that are desperately in need of inr:orpon'ltioll

that he should steal it because his wife might pay hIm well for doIng so.

It is
V'ith those already derived.

almost as If the punishment inheres in the action itself.

iilemma, one by .f.:.It.-'e,
(conventIonal) people argue fr-ont the

rno[(.~.

abstract

Compare the following.

l\.JO

responses to the Heinz

AL a later star,e

perspL'~:tive

all

eleven-year old boy and

qw

second by Amy,

HIl

eleven-

of what is expectpJ

lear old girl.

Jake I" clear that Heinz shollid steal the drug at the olltset,

of you and also (rom the pujnt of vte\.,1 uf the need to maintain law and order.

Ind justifies hi. choice as follows:
At the highest or stage of prjnc.ipled morality, one argues on the Lasis nor of
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Her world is a world of relationships and psychological truths

druggist makes only $1000, he is still going to live, but Jf Heinz
doesn't steal the drug, his wife is going to dIe. (~lY is life

where an awareness of the connection between people gives rise
to a recognition of responsibility for one another, a perception
of the need for response. Seen in thls light, her understanding
of morality as arising from the recognition of relationship,
her helIef in communication as the mode of conflict resolution,
and her conviction that the solution of the dileouna will follow

worth more than lIIoney?) Because the druggist can get a thousand
dollars later from rich people with cancer, I:ut Heinz can't get
his wife again. (why not?) Because people are all different and
so you couldn't get Heinz's wife again. (Gilligan, 19B2, p. 26)

from its compelling representation seen far from nai.ve or cognittve-

Amy on the other hand equivocates in responding to whether or not Heinz

ly immature.

should steal the drug:

(p. 30)

The difference between a "Kohlbergian" and a "GUl1ganish" conception of

Well, I don't think so. I think there might be other ways besides
stealillg it. llke if he could borrow the money or make a loa~ or
something, but he really shouldn't steal the drug--but his wife
shouldn't die either. If he stole the drug, he might save his
wife then, but If he did, he might have to go to jail, and then
his wife might get sIcker again, and he couldn't get more of the
drug, and it might not be good. So, they should really just talk
it out and find some other way to make the money. (p. 28)

morality is well captured by two different adult responses to the qllestion,
"what does morality mean to you?".

(Lyons, 1983)

A man interviewed comments:

Horallty ig basically haVing a reason for doing what's right, what
one ollght to do; and, when you are put in a situation where you have
to choose from amongst alternatives, being able to recognize when
there is an issue of "ought" at stake and when there is: not; and

then • • . having some reason for choosing among alternatives.(p. 125)

Notice that Jake accepts the dilenuna and begins to argue over the relatIon-

A woman intervi.ewed on the same question COflUllents:

ship of property to life.

Amy, on the other hand, is less interested in property

and focuses more on the interpersonal dynamics among the characters.

Horallty is a type of consciousness. I guess a sensitivity to
humanity, that you can affect someone else's life. You can affect
your own 1 ife and you have the responsibility not to endanger
oth"r people's lives or to hurt other people. So moraU ty is
complex. Norality is realizing that there is a play bet"een self
and others and that you are going to have to take responsibi.l tty
for both of them. It's sort of a consciousness of your influence
over what's going on.(p. 125)

Hare

importantly, Amy refuses to accept the dilemma as it is stated, but is searching
for some less polarized and less of a zero sum game.
Kohlberg's interpretation of such a response woulq imply that Amy does not
have a mature understanding of the nature of the moral issue involved--that she
neglects to appreciate that this hypothetical case is attempting to test the sense
in which the subject
over property.

appreciates that in a moral scheme life takes precedence

Gilligan on the other hand in analyzing a iarge number of such

responses has concluded not that the fe!l;ales are a;rested in their ability to

While Gilligan and her associates do not claim that development is sex
bound in such a way that the two systems are tightly partitioned according to
gender, they do claim to have located a scheme that tends to he associated more
readily with a female than a male voice.

billty and caring, some of the following characteristics appear to me to surface:

move through his developmental scheme, but that they tend to abide by a system

1.
2.
3.

which is orthogonal to that developed by Kohlberg--a system within which the
concepts of carins. and responsibility rather than

justi~

and EJ-y,hts ripen over

time.

BehInd the female voice of respopsi-

A context boundedness,
A disinclillation to set general princJples to be used ill flltllre cases,
A COllcern witll connectedness among people.

Though not all of these characteristics are exhibited in Amy's response,
they do appear in interviews with mature women.

Gilligan (19B2) comments with regard to Amy's response:

1

Conte~t boundedness repres('nts

plea for mon~ information that takes the form not only of requesting more
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- 39 detatls (e.g •• "hat Is the relationshIp between husband and wife?)

but of

Some of whal we have alluded to earlier in this seclion wi.ll forIII the background

Thus

music for what follmJs:

unlike men. mature women might tend to respond not by trying to resolve the

HI - KohJberg

searching for a way of locating the epIsode withIn" broader context.

dilemma. but by exhibIting a sense of indignation that such a situation as the
Heinz dilemm" mIght arjse in the first place.
following form:

3uel> a response might take the

The question you should be asking me is 'Uhat ate the hur-cell-

dous cJrcuUlstances that cCilised our soeJety to evolve in such a way that dilemmas

Gilligan:

The JraIlHit~n_fwm Solvin~~~

It surely i'lppears that: p.rohlelil solving in mathemat1cs education has been

dominated Ly a Kohibergiiin rather than a GilUganiRh one.

Gllllg,'n herself

has an into! tInn for such a proposition. when she eonunents with regard to
Jake's respollse to the Heinz di.l"mma:
Fascinated hy the power of logic, this eleven-year old boy locates
truth in math, which he says is "the only thing that 1s totally
logical." Considering the moral dilemma to be "sort of Uke a
IHath prohlem with humans, II he st"ts it up as an equation and
proceeds to work out the solution. Since his solutioll is
latlollally derived, he assumes that anyone following reason would
arrive at t~e same concluai0n and tllllS tllRt 3 jl!dge wOll]d cOIII~ider
steal ing to be the right thing for Heinz to do. (p. 26,7)

of this sort could even arJse--that people have leanled to nd.scnmmlJnlcate so
poorly'?"

The second characterjstic I have isolated above, iq an effort to attenll)t
to understand each sItuation in a fresh light, rather than In a legalistic
way--l.e., in tICrm" of already established precedent.

VB.

Connect",d with context
The set of problems ta be solved as well as the axioms and definitIon,

bOlludedness it is the desire to see the fullness of "thls" situation in order
to be woven Into proufs are part of "the given"--the taken-for-granted reality
to s",,, how it might be different from (and thus require new f.nslghtl rather than
upon whleh studpnts are to operate.

It is not only that the cunil'ulum is "de-peopled"

compatible with one that has already been settled.

in th;Jt conlext.s aod concepts are for the most part presented ahlslortcally and
With regard to the third characteristic. conflict is less a logical puzzle

unprublematlc:ally, bUl as it Is presently CQHsti.tllted the curriculum offers no
to be resolved but rather an indication of an unfortunate fracture 1n hum~n
encouragement for students to in a respectable '>lay move beyond merely ilccepting:
relationships--something to be "mended" rather than an invitation for some

the nOn-plJI"P()scfIJ]_ tasks.
Judgement.

Furthe rmllre. rathp-r than being encouraged to try to capture \"hat may be
In the next section we turn towards a considenltion, in a rather global
unj~

way. of how It is that a GiiliganiRh perspective of morality m1ght lmp1nge on
the study of mathematics.

and

acl~vity

1II'~~latprl

to prev10us established precedent tn a eiven mathemat:lcal

(the ]rgnlistic mode of thought we rpferred to as the second cna.a~ter-

WhIle we have not yet dr"",n any explicit links,
isUc behind Gll Ligan's analysis of morality as responsIbilIty and caring),

it is not difficult to Intuit not only that it threatens the status quo but

much of the curriculum js presented as an

It

un foldlng lt so that one is "supposed"

that it sets a possLble foundation for the relationship of problem generation

to see sindlariLy r.lther
to problem solving.

lh~n

difference with past experjence.

It is cOluIDonplace

Though we shall focus upon the fJndings from the field
surely in word prohlems to tell people to

igll()~

rather than to pmbd lJsh

of moral cducCition, we do not wjRh Lo lose sight of some of thE' other humanistic

matters of df'Lal'- on the ground that one J.5 ;:,fter the underlying structure and
of areas of curriculum from which mathematic~; educatjon might derive enlightenment.

not the "noisp" that inheres in the problem.
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focusing on essential isomorphic features of structures, the

curriculum tends not

only to threaten a Gilliganish perspective, but as

disciplines,
existent.

In partir.ular questions of value or ethics are essentially non-

That is particularly surprIsing in light of the fact that a major

importantly, it supports only one half of what I perceive much of mathematics

rationale for relating mathematics to other fields seems to be that such

to be about.

activity may enabie students to better solve "real world" problems that they

That is mathematics not only is a search for what is essentially

common among ostensIbly different structures, but is as much an effort to

encounter on their own.

reveal essential differences among structures that appear to be similar.

one decides to engage in for which there is not embedded some value implications.
McGfnty ilnd Heyerson (1980) suggest

(See Brown, 1982a)
With regard to context boundedness, there is essentially no curriculum
that would encourage "tudents to explicitly ask questions llke:

"Bow is the relationship of mathematics to society and culture
illuminated by my studying how I or other people in the history
of the discipline have viewed this phenomenon?

So far so dull.

above,

importantly It lacks any reasonable conception of context bOlllldedness.

Tepresents respectable mathematical thinking,

In addition we ought to be

concerned about the ability of students to handle that thinking in their early
stages of mathematical development.
It is interesting to observe that though the wedge is being provided to
integrate mathematics with other fields, the "real world" applications seem to

be narrowly defined in terms of the scientiflc rather than the humanistic

The

authors, however, go on to suggest inquiry that is more "real worldish" than
most of the word problems students encounter.

They ask:

Should the person buy 5 bags and save the leftover--figuring prices
will rise next y'ar? Buy 5 bags and spread it thicker? Buy 4 bags
and spread it thinncr? (p. 502)

There are a number of serious

We need to be asking ourseives whether or not that kind of reflection

It is not only that for many students the above would

not constitute a problem (in the sense of answering the question), but nwre

porate sueh reflection as part of my own mathematics teaching, and I shall have

in encouraging the generation and reflection of the kinds of questions indicated

They

Suppose a bag of grass seed covers 400 square feet. Bow many bags
would be needed to uniformly cover 1850 square feet? (p. 501)

Elsewhere (Brown 1973, 1982) I have discussed how t first began to in.::or-

questions that must be thought through, however, before one feels comfortable

steps one might want to take to

begin with a problem like the following:

'Why am I being asked to engage in this activity as this time?
'What am I finding out about myself and others as a result of
participating in this task?

SOl'le

develop curriculum for which value judgements are an explicit component.

'What purpose is served by my solving this prohlem or this
set of problems?

other illustrati.ons of so doing in this paper.

I know of essentially no Ureal world" problems that

Once we become aware of ethical/value questions as a central component of

decision maklng, it is clear that there is .mllch more we might do in the IJay of
generating problems for students as well as encouraging them to tlo so on theIr

own.

One of the aU courant curriculum areas is probabil1.ty and statistics.

As a professioll, we correctly appreciate tllat we need to do more to prepilre

students to operate in an uncertain world, wherein

one's fate is not sowu \-1ith

the kind of exact !tude that milch of the earlier curriculum has implied.

In

creating Stich a curriculum, however, we continue to give the false illusion that

mathematical competence is all that is required to decide wisely.

Compare

probabi.ljty problem (selected at random of course) from any curriculum in

~
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for the majority as one of Usoftening tl an othe.rwtse rigorous cllrricu11Jm.

mathematics with the followinK probability problem:
A close relative of yours has been hit by an automobile. lie hds
been unconscious for one month. The doctors have told you that
unless he is operated upon, he will live but remain a vegetable
for the rest of his life. They can perform an operation which,
if successful, would restore his consciousness. They have determined, however, that the probability of being successf,,1 is .05,
and if they fail in theIr effort to restore consciousness, he
will certainly die.
What counsel would you give the doctols'l

One could clearly embed the above

Hhat

may be called for is an ever lUore intellectually demanding currlcu]om, hUl one

in which maliJernal"i.cs is embedded in a web of concerns that are Inure "real world"
oriented than any of us have begun to imagine.
Is is worth observing that such complicatIons of mathematical thinking may
in fact pose a major threat to a concept that ·we ha.ve begun in recent years to

revere--that of mathematization.

In attempting to find reason to believe that

problem in a more challengIng mathematical settIng, for example, setting up the

children call illdeed fUllction as mathematicians (as opposed to exhibiting ro"tine

conditions that would have enabled one to arrive at the .05 probability (or

imitative skill s), David Wheeler (1982) looks

perhaps modifying it

matical precocity.

S(l

that outer limits are set on the probability of sur-

vival) but nevertheless, it is such ethical questions in many different forms

There is nothing

god-given and written in stoue that establishes what 1s and is not part of the
domain of mathematics, and clearly what has constituted legitimate thinking in
the discipline has changed considerably over time.

I am not familiar enough with

the sociology of knowledge to know what kinds of forces other than logical ones
have been responsible for driviug people to reconceptuallze the discipline of
mathematics,_ but even if quest lons of the kind we have been raising in this section

He comments:

extr .. mely complex functionings that involve subtle relationships
between (sic) several frames of reference. But I would hypotheHize
that mathematics belongs with art, music, writing and possibly
science, a~ one of a class of activities that require only a
particular kind of response to be made by an individual to his
immediate, direct experience. (p. 45)

Is such problem generation on the part of the teacher or student an ingred1 do not think the answer is clear.

While

r

would certainly not wish to pit mathemallzation, as Hheeler des('ribt:~s

it, against the mindless symbol pushing that represents its polar opposite. I
believe that as educators we are obligated to push the bOtluds of complicating
that discipline in an effort to engage the minds of students in dl.rections that
define their hur"anity.
IV - Down From A Crescendo

would move us in directions that are at odds wlth the dOlllinaut and respectable
mode of mathematical thought, i t is worth appreciating that as educators we have

exception" J cases of mathe-

I don't see children however exceptional function as hJstor:fans, or
as l<:Hiyers, or as psychologists, for instance, since these are

that plague most thinking people as they go through life making decisions.

ient of mathematical thought?

toward~

How do we descend from the heights and perhaps the overinfl ated langtl,lgp

a responsibility to future citizens that transcends our passing along only mathe-

which concluded

malIca] thought.

where we have h""11 led' and to try to sharpen the implications that mIght follow.

meall!i to educate.

The latter appears to me to be a very narrow vIew of what it
In rcalizlllg that only a very small percentage of our students

t

The confrolltnl j on

h.> prevIous section'?

helwel~n

Perhaps one way is to take stock of

Koh1berg and Gil] ignl1 has served two purposes tlwt
First of all, we

h[lVl~

will be mathematicians, we have not adequately explored our obligation to those

appear on the surLlce to Le very different.

who will not expand the field l'e_,,- ae.

challenge of Cl II ignn's res parch to point out that rherp is a world view that

He have mistakenly inentlfled our task

lIsed lhe
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has achieved empirical expression with regard to issues of morality hut which

is worth taking seriously in other domains as well.

Hoving b~neath the concepts

family.

are not strictly moral in character but which deal with purpose, situation
We have suggested

that very little of the "xisting mathematics curriculum caters to those character-

Secondly, we have not only used Gilligan in contrast to Kohlberg to establish

pointed out that what the two perspectives have in common--namely a concern with

fact an "outsider" by the degree to which you are incapable of understanding
the short-circuiting of language among participants.

There is certainly good

In addition to merely increasing efficiency of conu",onication, there are important

Nevertheless, we sometimes pay a price for the common language we establish.

spectives, but we may be ~ of what we are leaving out.

with mathematical thinking as are the more standard disciplines that form the

The spec'ialization

that results from such behavior not only may leave us unaware of what we have

backbone of more conventional applications.
They

not only suggest the nt!ed for both teacher and student to incorporate a more
serious problem generating perspective (including the broad types of questions
raised at the beginning of the previous section) as an essential ingre"dient of
problem solving, but they have the potential to infect every aspect of mathematics
education from drill and practice, to an understanding of underlying mathematical

left out, but worse than that, we may even lose our ability to incorporate those
awarenesses within our world view even when they are pointed out to us.

As eduentors, it is worth taking stock every so often to examine explicitly
what we are leaving out in the common language we are establishing with our
students.

Such an f.nstance occurred a number of years ago at which point Harion

Walter and I '<ere team teaching a course on problem solving.

\~e

were doing work

in nllmber theory, and were hoping to derive a formula to generate primitive

structures.

Our goal for the remainder of this paper will be the more modest one of making

Pythagorean triplets.

1 will for the most part be
ly developed.

drawinf~

upon and integrating ideas that I have previous-

Is a task to be left for another time (and perhaps another person).

tolhat are some answers?

3, 4, 5
5, 12, 13
8, IS, 17

believe it is possible to view much of what follows as being derived

The joining of links explicitly in other mathemat les education areas

l2.

RespOl1ses began to flow, and students responded witl1:

While I will make minimal explicit reference to the Gilligan p.. r-

from what I have referred to as the underlying components of caring and being

He began the lesson by asking:
x2 + y2

case for the inclusion of problem generating strategies within the curriculum.

responsible.

are in

That is, in focusing on conunon understanding, we not only leave out other per-

morality--represents a field of inquiry that may be as important to integrate

spective,

YOIl

psychological and sociological bonds established through such behav.lor.

broad categories within which the present curriculum is deficient, but we have

&

It is frequently possible to determine the extent to which

reason for members of an Uin-group" to engage in stich short-circufting behavior.

istics, and in fact the dominant mode caters to their opposite.

Both of these perspectives have potentially revolutionary implications.

Any field of inquiry establishes a common language among ite investigators.
The same kind of phenomenon is exhibited among friends, lovers and members of a

of caring and responsibility established by Gilligan, we find dimensions that

specificity (a non -legalistic mode) and people connectedness.

Our Knee~Jerk Solving Mentality

After

i1

\.Jhi.le~

a· smile broke

I,

Ollt

on the face of a stude.nt who gave

l,"{2:

liS:
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Realizing that we had implicitly assumed that we were searching for true

A few more "courageous It and humorous responses then tvere suggested like:

-I, -1.

instances of the open sentence. we encouraged studentH to ask su~h new questIons

F.

as:
Marien and I then joid.ngly reprilIlanded the "de'.dahtS, U and ptuceeded to
~n

explore what we t.Jere about

the first placp--a

seur~h

After class, however; we began to talk to each other about the incident.
hit

U8

It

very hard that the "deviants" "ere begInning' to appreciate something that

bas occupIed a considerable part of

ou~

For wllat cat!;raJ numbers is it true tllat x 2 + y
true? (e.g., 4, 7, 8 mis.es the equality by 1).

for a generat111g fGrmuJa.

collective energy for the past fifteen

Realizing that we had implicitly assumed that the question was algebraic,
the studellts began to ask a host of geometric questions that derived from connota-

tions of the algebraic form.

years.

What fall owed immediately was one of the most intell eo tually stirn,,] a ting

What struck us was that:

x

2

2

-I- Y

?,2.

WlIDt are some answers?

connnon language with Its unspoken but built in assumptions.
x

+ y2 = ~2

is not even a question.

Notice that

How can one come up with answers?

Yet the students dutifully did come up with answ('rs, because they carried
along a host of assumptions that we in fact have trained (impl icitly) them to accept.

Furthermore they assumed that the symbolism was

calling for something algebraic; and within that context they assurted that we were

all of

As soon as we began to appreciate that "the deviants" had begun to appreciate
something we had not seen, we realized that there was a whole new ball game at

In realizing that we had implicitly assumed that the domain was natural

~

numbers

x~

deviations from standard

Ctlf-

That ts, in exploring such questions as the "almost"

primitive Pythagorean triplet question, all of us gained a much clearer understanding

or

what the actual primitive Pythagorean triplet question was in fact

abaut--lIot only from the point of vIew of statement but of proof as well.
Secondly, and more importantly, we began to realize that an implicit part
of the common language we share with students is one which focuses upon and points
80

strongly towards the search for solutions and answers, that we continue to
\.J'e "'ere thus launched

on our journey to try to understand the role of problem generation is the doing
of mathemat1cs.

VI _. PosIng and

Depos!!.~~.";.t:__~tep

y,

~

js it true that x

standing of the role of posing problems that I have not seen before, despite
the fact that I have referred In much of my writillg to examples "ithin which this

numbers, we encQurag,eJ students to ask SI,ich nEw questions as:
what

SIJch

I Dm beginning to appreciate an important aspect of what is behind an under-

c]ass, we were openjng Pandora's box.

.

was something that has had a lasting effect.

ricull1m an~ not mere frjlls..

We had not realized at the time that in expandIng this concept for this

}<OI

liS

search for answers even when no question is ~sked at all!

8eat-ching for instances that wuuld make an open sentence true.

stake.

all

First vf a]l, we began to appreciate that

They assumed (at least at the beginning) that the symbolinm had connoted that the
domain was natural numbers.

UllltS

that either of us had previoufl.ly experienced with our students, and what dawned

eventually

has a kind of foolishness about it that derives from the closed position of a

2

g2 is Haimost"

2

+ y2

>\2,

:Issue is embedded.

For a numher of years, educators have appreciated that there
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might be considerable value in giving students not problems to solve but
situations to investigate.

Higginson

(1973), for example, locates a number of

pose a problem.

tOl~ards

a re-posing of the problem.

both directions--from situations to posing and from posing to de-posing--but it

are much "looser" than problems, and situations themselves do not

ask built-in questions.

before moving

I t is not only that there is value in having students actually move in

characteristics of what he refers to as "potentially rich situations."
Situation~

drug?)

I t was necessary to delete the question (Should Heinz steal the

is also worth designing curriculum which exhibits the difficulties peopJe had

It is the job of the student to create a question or

in making such moves on their own in the history of the discipline.

Geoboards, Cuisenaire Rods, polyominols are all examples of

situations, but situations need not be concrete materials; they can be ahstrac-

He have the

potential to learn a great deal about the relationship of a discipllne to the
culture from which it emerges as we study those problems that could not be

tions as well.

perceived as situations.

What I have recently (in preparing for this talk) began to appreciate is

An obvious example in the history of mathematics is that of efforts over

that the pedagogical issue is much deeper and more interesting than that of
merely creating rich situations to investigate.

The issue is even more complicated

than providing both mechanisms and an atmosphere within. which problems might be
isolated from situations.

several centuries to try to prove the parallel postulate.

formulation of the qu~stion:
110" can you prove the parallel postulate from tht> other postulates
of Euclidean geometry?

Rather the pedagogical task is one of enabling all of

us to appreciate the differences between a problem and a situat ion, and of finding
ways to move from one to the other.

Th", task of so moving is neither mechanical nor easy.

Consider the follow.ing

l~e

know

nOw

that a great deal of the history of mathematics

\.,ra5

written as

nineteenth century mathematicf.ans began to appredate that the difficulty .i"
That It sometimes

solving the problem was that a wrong question was being posed.

take~ a very long time to appreciate that a situation implies a problem is

something that most parents experience through much of their child rearing.

In some implIcit

sense, Lobachevsky and his colleagues at the time had in fact to "neutralize"
That

the problem enough first to get clearly at the situation from which it derived

problems can be neutralized (or de-posed as the title of this section playfully

(the postulates of Euclidean geometry) and then to reformulate the question so

suggests) is something that may be equally difficu1 t to appreciate.

as to delete the deceptively innocent word "1101." in the posing of the problem.

Those of us

who realize that we have been asking the wrong questions realize implicitly
the need to move from a problem to a situation before re-poslng the problem.
Consider the example of a "female response" to the lIeinz dilemma which

The lwed to re-pose a problem by first neutralizing i t is not on ly revealed
through frustrated efforts at solving problems, but is an aesthetic issue as
well, and an issue that is worth incorporating explicitly in curriculum wlthin

asserts with indignation that the problem is not one of stealing or not stealing

which the (;1 lliganis h concept of context boundedness is taken serious I.Y.

the drug, but rather one of figuring out how we even evolved as a society such

sider the cast> of efforts to prove the four color conjecture--roughly that for

that such choices would have to be made (and one of figuring out how to recon-

any conventional map, four is a sufficjent number of colors to establish and

struct society).

lIere is a clear case of first neulralidng a problem before

.Con-
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Until recently the problem was "merely't

to prove or disprove that conjecture.

Only after a computer proof was produced

whJ.d, featured a 'Jcry large 11UInLer of 9pectaJ

c~,~('s

djd

mathematjcian~

to realize that they had not adequately pose" th" problem.

begtn

request to prove two triangles congruent, he dtd not see this ammuniti.on as
providing answers to wilat I saw to be the (undamclltRl problenl of discovering
those COlldiliollS under which a triangle is deterlnined.

As 1 reviewed his

text, 1 understood why he saw a situation in what T saw to be a problem.

Fee.ling tbat a

The

computer proof was blInd to underlying structure and in fact Jllllrninated very

book had in fact never distinguished between an underlying problem (determining

little of "the mathematical essence" of the problem, many mathematicians realized

a t.riangle) and a collection of exercises to give one experience in harul1 fng

the need to state the problem in such a way that "ugly" proofs wouJd not

~OlJnt

as solutions.

a prohlem that had been solved by the famolls congruence theorem.

practice exercises had become the fundamental concept--a phenomenon I am

Such re-posing of the four' color problem reveals something not only about

the present attitude of many mathematicians with regard to the computer, but

beginning to believe is more widespread than] had thought, and a cons(:!quence
most likely of the essentially plagiadstic spirIt that governs text book writing.

The int.eresttng irony in this case is that the difference between Illy per-

just as importantly, it unearths some fundamenta.1 epistemologlcal issues--issues

ception and Joruan' s regarding what those congruence theorems were a] I aLout,

that more clearly locate knowledge within an aesthetic realm.
From a pedagogical point of view, it is particularly enlightening to engage
students In a discussion of

have a modest example.

In fact, the

was not revealed In Jordan's performance in geometry at all.

accurately

the relationship of a situation to a problem.

Several years ago my son, Jordan, came to me to tell me

ans~e~

Qne can frequently

qUE!itilJnS and even solve difficult problems withollt seeing

the context "Hhln "hfch those problems are embedded.

that he dId not understand the "ambiguous case" in trigonometry, 1. e •• those

Thu8, it ,;QuId seem to be a very wise pedagogical ploy to move not only

circumstances uuder which a triangle is determined by an au!,le, another dllgJe and

from situation to problem and back for toplcs that are relatively 5111a11 (e.g.,

a side not included between the angles.

de-pose a theorem slich as "The base angles of

began my discussion with him by asking him to recall how in geometry, he
had investigated those conditions under which a triangJe {.;ras detel1l1ined.

Jordan

gruent), hut to do

80

all

for entire units as well.

isosceles triallgle arC' conTC'3chers as well as students

would find it ell lightening to discover ttl(-> areas of agreement and divergence

looked very puzzled and told me that I was mistaken; they had never investJgated

of opinion rcgardJllg the problem/sitll~tion statlls of a unit or perllaps even of

the detennlnation of a trlallgle.

a course.

Instead t.hey had provell things aLolit lwo

triangles being congruent if A.S.A.

A.S.A. and so torth.

In closing this section, I would like to comment on an interesting potential

What was taking place here is very interestJng from the point of view of
relating a problem to a situation.

Jordan had in fact viewed an entire unit of

wurk (flore as a s ltuation. t wlliie I hall view~d

tt as a

.p'roble{~.

That is, thougll

he had an arsenal of congruence theorems,at his di.sposal to re:ipond to any

difficulty relating sittlation to problem that Peter 1111 ton alluded to in his
talk.

lie menl.l(lll<'li that proper selection of problems is critIcal In dpsignlng

curricliluflI
prepared to

f,n

Citle

11;1111"1

Ie.

d(}cs nut

\.j8rlt

to give problpflls to student.s that they are not

His comment appears on the surface to bf>

i-l

threat to the
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cannot even idenlify or isolate lenunas that might help them along the way.

That ls, what happens if in the

creation of a problem frolll a situation, a student defines a problem that we

can imagine a great deal of valuable personal and intellectual insight that

know is beyond his/her ability to handle?

might emerge through a discussion of what may account for inabl11 ty of students

There a<e some interesting assumptions embedded in the above question.

at a particular point in time to make headway in solving particular problems.

First of all, it is not necessarily the case that students need to try to solve

A teacher who keeps an ear to the ground might possibly even learn something

problems Lhey pose.

of the students conception of the subject matter, proof, mathematics and the

The activity of posing itself in the absence of efforts

to solve may he illuminating both to students and teachers.

In a sense we find

out as much of value about ourselves by attending to the kinds of questions we

relationship of mathematics to culture hy listening carefully to what counts
as a reason for failure to make headway.

VII - The Act of Posing:

ask as we do by the solutions we attempt.

In relating problem posing to the creation of situation., we have, beneath

Secondly, jf we think of an entire class as a unit, for the kinos of
activities

suggest~d

ill this section, it is not necessarily the case that the

same person who poses a problem need be obligated to try to solve it.
we may discover

In fact

the potential for unexpected collaboration among those who pose

and those who attempt solutions.

Logic and Pedagogy

the surface bumped up against the relationship of problem posing to problem
solVing.

After all, it was due to an inability to solve the parallel postulate

problem that a situation was revealed which was in need of refonnulation.

Problem

generation and problem solving are intimately connected, hm.Jever, even when

We do not know very much at all abouL the

relaUonship of the talerot of posing and solving, bllt i t perhaps is worth takin!',

things do lIot go awry.

a clue from the work of Getzels and Jackson (1961) in whIch they find reason

the two suhsections that follow the one below we shall look more closely at

to Cffilclude that beyond a certain point, intelligence and creativity may not be

pedagogical strategies for engaging in problem posing--one mUd and the other

as closely related as one might suppose.

radIcal.

mentioned so far.
who are

That is, what does Hilton imply students are expected to do

prematurely challenged?

It appea<s that they may be incapable of

problems that either we (as teachers) or they pose.

solv~tl£

Such an expectation may bp

a short-!lighted olle from an educational point of view howeveL

Along with ollr

newly discovered appreciatIon for the role of approximation and estimation,
ought to come an appreciation for partial solution.s as a respectable activity.
We need not necessarily expect a complete solution for every problem investigated.

In addition, I am not clear on what it is that is lost if students attempt to
solve a prohlem and cannot even come up with partie'll soJutJons.

Suppose they

In

Nllch of !"hat I will be analyzing in thts section has appea<eu in

disparate sources, and

But there Is another consideration that cuts deeper than those we have

Below we discuss their intimate logical connection.

that material.

view the task here as one prtmarUy of consolidatf ng

For that reason this section will be hriefer than the others

(thank God!) and the reader's attention will be dratm to relevant references
for expansion of the points alluded to.
Logical Connections tUth

Solvin~J~ein!l..

G<aciolls and

A~_~

Considp< the followIng two problems:
(l) A fly And train are 15 km. apart. The train travels towards
the fly at a rate of 3 km/hr. The fly travels towards the train
at a rate of 7 km/hr. After hitt~ng the train, it heads back
to its sta<ting point. After hitting the starting point, it
once'more heads back toward the train nntil they meet. The
process continues. What is the total distance this fly travels?
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Now in oue sense we have solved the origjnal problem.

(2)

Given two e~lilaterial triangles, fiud the side of B third one
WllOSC area is c<luai to thal (If the SlIm of the othrr tW0.

The first problem reveals in a drwnatic way something that is true but

less obvious in the solution of any problem.

If you have Ilot seen this problel'1

before, let It sit for awhile, or perhaps share it with a fifth·grader.

If th"

however 5 we have only ht.~gun. to solve it.

~2

c vta~ + hare (aken aLack.

Hosl Ih..~ople who come upon the soiuLlon,

The point Js that it smells as i f this Js an interest-

ing and unexpected connect.Lon (as a matter of fact one which

enables one to

solve the pr blcm "lthout associating the sides with their lengths).
that the relationship is a Pythagorean one, indicates that we

jar and inspire you.

side as suggesLed below:

~.n

The fact

find the third

~'I

that an insightful and non-technical solution depends upon your asking a questlon
that has not been asked in the problem at ail.

IlOW

n

wind is blowing properly, you will come upon an insight that will most likely
Without giving the ball game away completely, let me suggest

In another senRe,

Though there are many different

ways of asking the question as well as many questions to ask, something like
Nost matil01!uttcians who have not seen this problem before finl} thelllselves

the following will mdat likely be revealing:
What do
uotice if 1 focus not on the fly as reques ted, but on
the train instead?

headed in an almost compu]sive search for whdt is happening.
some variatiPIl of the question:

What is needed in the solution of this problem is some effort at posing a
new problem wJthin the context of

~lways

is an interesting and debatable question.

needed in the solution of a problem
believe that such pwblem generation

is always needed, but I also lJelievp. thnt th" :lnalysts of the aBsertion very much
hinges on how it is that one defines a problem In the fhst place.

problem solving !Ind pcoblem

anotl~er

gen~r(jting.

intpreRting intimate

The solutlon

depend~

conn~ction

YOIl

(an illustration

then 1f the lengLhs of tI,e sid"s of the first two triangles are!'. and b respectively, we can prove without too much fanfare that the length of the third sJue .£

l'122
a~+ b

example il.lustrates very nicely is that a proof or a so]ut"iolJ in

itself does not altvays
is needed, and

1n

rev{~nl ~

things operate A.S they do.

Something more

tlds case that something more begins wlth a q1lestion.

lllOugh it is surely the case tnat the alleged solution of allY problem alwavs

not uecessdrl1v driven to do so in all problf'ms with the same kinrl of ff'rvor as

in thIs casf'.

(See Halter and Brown, 1977 and Brown and !'alter. 1983 fnr an

elaboration of this

assume that sides and their l'lngths can be distinguished from

each other (something that is not necessary tn, the sol .. tion of t"he problem),

is equal to

thj~;

has further jmplicCltions that one may assert ns R prohlem or a quefjtjon, one is

hetween

of what we have said above) upon how it is that the problem itself is re-defined.

If, however,

l.Jhat

(See Brown,

1981a; Brown and Walter, 1983 [or additional discllssion of this point)
The second problem reveals

I kllllW areas are additive for tile squares on tile sides of a rigllt
triangle. but why are they additive for eqUilateral trlsnRles as
well.
--~

accepting and trying to solve a given problem.

Whether or not such problem posing is

Thpy are driven by

There arC'

discu~,s.ion)

pt~d;]g(}gJcal

impiicattons that fIm" from these relatJollshjps between

p()sing and solving problems.
may have imp'licitly
and

th(~rc

a~;ked

Students are .not a}\.JilYs

~l\"c1r('

of tht' qUfstjnns they

themselves 1n f'.oming lip with the soilltion to a problpnI,

might he v,lltle ill encouraging them to expl icit ly spt:' whal thev have

•
done.

At" tltt' nthf't' pnd of the spectrwn, students llIay lIot at all he ;Hvare of

additi.on,ll

qIH'StjO(lS

they "need to" or mip-Itt ask after they have ::;lIpposf'dly
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solved a problem.

\~1th

which we are all familiar, thongh we tend not to

make as much use of it in practice as we ml~ht.
On Strategies For Posing:

An

Gi ven phenomenon 2(b) for

Acc~.!!:tlL Mode

example, most people

with a little knowledge will ask:

lIow many handshakes

It is one thing to suggest that problem posing is worthwhile. or even necare there?
essary; it is another to be able to do so.

Of course it is just as illuminating (for some purposes) a questJon

lYe shall in this subsection suggest
to ask:

Abl",t how many handshakes are there?

several strategies for posing problems, some of which are well discussed in the

literature, and some of which represent new directions.

(11)

In this subsection and

Internal and External Views of__ ~__l'~_'!!i:

Given sH.uation 2(a), most people will ask the rather familiar question:
the next, we shall look at the activi ty of problem generation in a mode that
What can you say about the base angles?

Some people might extend the hase

is somewhat isolated from that of solving a problem that has already been stated.
and ask about the external angles.
In so doing, we return to situations as a starting point.

Compare those kinds of questions wJt.h one

Much of what we do
like:

here might be appropriate to apply to the activity of solving an already stated
!low lIIany isosceles triangles can you join to form the hub for
a bicycle wheel?

(See Brown and Walter, 1983 for an elaboration of these two

problem as well.
subsections)

How does the above question differ from the other isosceles triangle questions?

lVhat are the "things" that situations arc made of?

Among possible candidates

are the followiug:

It is worth pointing out that while the first set focuses on the internal workings
of the phenomenon, the one dealing with the hub takes the isosceles triangle in

1.

~~~_~_~~~~

2.

abstract "thinBO''' like
(a) Isosceles TrIangles

like Cuisenaire Rods and the Tower of Hanoi

its entirety <Jnd relates it to something else,

is focused on an internal view of objects and relatively little lakes as its

or

starting point the

(b) Nine Supreme Court Justices each shaki ng hands with each other

3.

Hllch of our standard curriculum

data like
(a) Primitive Pythagoreau Triplets generated by the relationships
2
2
B2 (like: 3,4,5; 5.12,13; 7,24,25)
x + y

~bject

as a whole.

(iii) The Particular and the Spec~fL~_

lIere is a theme that is particularly salient in terms of a
tive.

Gil1i~an

per spec-

Take a look at 3 above and pose sOllie problems.

or
Our enchantment with abstraction and gener;llizahility fn''Iuently blinds us

(b) 5,12,19,26,33.

from seeing the uniqueness of what is before us.
4.

theorems or post ulates like the Fundamental 11lcorem of Arithmetic
(every numher can be expressed uniqllt'1y as a product of primes)

There are surely more kinJs of "things" that one might usp as

il

starting situ-

ation, but the above should serve the purpose of enah]ing to see how the directions
we might look towards in generating

q~lestiolls.

(i) Estimation/Approximation

Host people shown 3(a) and (b)

will pose a problem that attempts to reveal some covering law that will generate
all the terms.

A careful look at data, hm.Jever, frequently suggests that there

is more to see that might be equally as appeal ing.
example witlt regard to 3(,,):

Consjder tlte folltlwing for

- £0 - 59 aspect of prohlf'm posing that Mariot} t-lal ter and I have written more abotlt

Each triplet has at least one memh\,r divi,dble hy 3, by 4, and
by 5.

Will that hold in gederdl?

The above is clearly

any other, and l therefore will restrain my

!l..9.~ a question that would

Cll:'isf"

jf our focus were upoP

the more abstract Pythagorean relat1on5hip.
Take another look at 3(h).

by Ilofstadter t!982) when he comments:

Q~eud£:!l.!sJ:~

they might be better ahle to motivate the subject.

George Bernard Shaw once wrote (in Back to Hethuselah): "You see
things; and you say 'l-lhy?' But I dream things that never' were; and
I say 'Why not?'" When I first heard this euphuiom, it made a
lasting impression on me. To Itdream things tliat never werelt--this Is
not just a poetIc phrase but a truth about human nature_ Even the
dullest of us is endowed with this strange ability to construct
counterfactual worlds and to dream. \{hy do we have it? What sense
does :it make? How can one dream or even "see" what 1s visibly not
there?
• • Baking variations on a theme is really the crux of
creativlty. On the face of it the thesis is crazy. Bow can it
possihly be true? Aren't variations simply derivative notions,
never truly original creations? (p. 20) • • • Careful analysl s leads
one to see that what we choose to call a new theme is itself iih.. ays
SOIllP kind of variation, on a deep level of earlier themes (p. 29).

What is not well appreciated,

however, is that a great deal of intellectually stimulating thought can flow
from an effort on the part of students as well as teachers to engage in what
1978 as well as Brown and Walter, 1983).

As

all

example, consider the following kind of question conceivably generated by 4.
What

!l!!~ been responsible for getting people to look at

products of primes?
We can, for

example~

One can start with a definition, a

imagine a mathematics cOllununily that focused

on expressing any given IltJluber as the sum of other lllunuers.

originally

Hhat might have

moved them to look at products instead?
'!1,ese are surely not the only eategorie. for generatin>; prllhlems while at
the same time mainla;ning an accepting view towards the beginning sHuation.
They do, however, represent a start, and with the <,xception of (1) tend not
to be given much curriculum consjderatjon.

[t wOllld be a valuable contribution

o
to expand both the list of "things" upon whIch one might generate qlle5ti ns as
\>lell as the categori'2s

Olle

that you refer to relevant pieces cited if you wisli further

The concept" of challenge, threat or adolescenl rebellion is well captured

Many teachers wish they knew more about the history of mathematics so tlh,t

call pseudo-history (Bra";"

sug~(>f1tjon

tendency towards verbosity--

elaboration.

What qucstions arise from a careful look at the

data beyond a search for some general algebraic generating formula?
(iv)

wjth the

natHI-a]

than

mjght look towards in tlte generation of questions.

any other

piJ(,IH1lllPllon

theorel~l,

a concrete material, data, or

and jnstead of accepting it" as the gIven to be explorC'd,

)ne can challenge it and in the act create a new "it.1f
Consider for example the definition of H prime number:
A nntural numher is prime if it haH exactly two different divisors.'
NO\" the "natllf,llt' inclJnation of the standard curriculum 1s to uue that

It of infonnatfotl to prove or show alI kinds of thinGS.

An ado]esc.ent rebellion

n UH~ other IWlld might generate a host of questions like:

·What'. so special about numbers that have exactly two different
divlsor;-? lIhat kinds of nu",bers have exactly thre;;-;!ivisors?
-l.J'hy do

\-Je foclis on divisor?
Can t"e find numhers that" have eXClctly
two dltferent elclllf"~-;t"S-"Wfonn {I slim?

!,~~~dO}~~_~~l.!:
In this subsection we furtlier expalld the concept of problem generation by
selecting a situation in a mode that is more reminiscent of
than is the previous subsection.

adole~cent

rebellion

Though perhaps tbe most intripl1i.ng, this is the

-tIhy are we focusing on different divisors?
~~~~:" uivJsor twice?
·\.Jhy do h'P foclis on natural n1lmbers?
SIlf'PO~:;t.'"
fr<lct illlW Of the
of odd jnt(,fJPrs.

Sf:>t

Can numbers have the

we

look jllst('ad <It
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the process, we finally engage in the kind of activity which most people incorrectly
I shall not continue with the li~t of Huch queslions that can he generated
assume is the essence of mathematics--namely we analyze or try to answer the question.
to challenge rather than accept the concept of prime number.

(See Brown, 1978,
Thus, if we maintain the essential definition of ti,e original sequence (something

1981 for a thorough development especially of the last question)

Let me merely
we need not necessarily feel obligated to do), we would get:

indicate that such activity has a built-in kind of irony. for it is in the act
3, 7,

la, 17, 27, 44, 71, •

of "rebellion" that one comes to better understand the "thing" against which one
Moving back to the stage of asking some new set of questions, we might ask:
rebels.

In that sense challenging "the given" as a strategy for problem generating
. Is there an explicit formula to generate the nth term of the sequence?

has the potential to be viC\;ed as a less radical departure from standard currieul um
·I~w

than one might otherwise believe.
Madon \,alter and I have taken the insight of challenging the given and created
a scheme which we call "what-if-not."

do properties of this sequence cOlllpare with those of the qriginal

one?

A number of people both within the

nmSG

group

An analysis of these questions reveals some

~.Tl

fascinatIng Jewels.

People

who are fami liar with properties of the original Fibonacci sequence, in ana Iyzing

and outside of it, have derived some fascinating and imaginative concepts by employ-

the second question above; most likely would look (among other things) at ratios

ing the schellle.

of succeeding terms.

Though it is possible to approach that scheme. in an overly mechanistic

manner, it is also something that can be done with taste.

Choosing smaller to larger adjacent terms, we would get:

.42, .70, .588, .708, .614, .62,

Suppose one wishes to do a "what-if-not" on the Fibonacci sequence:

Something smells (as in the equilateral triangle example in the prevlo"s

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, • • •

subsection) peculiar.

We are arriving at ratios that appear to be very close to

For the first stage of the scheme, one lists the attributes of "the thing," without

the "golden ratio" (approximately .618)--something we expect frolll the origillal

worrying about such matters as completeness, repetition, elegance of statement,

Fibonacci sequence.

independence of statements and so forth.

Thus we might list among the attributes:

I.
2.

The sequence begins with the same first number.
The first two numbers are 1.

3.

If we do something to any two slIccessive terms, we get the next
number in the sequence.

4.

The something we do is add.

j

For example, suppose lve do a "what-if-not" on number 2 above;

Obviously we could select many alternatives to land 1 as the starling numbers.
Suppose we chose 3 and 7.

towards an analysis of

We have barely begun to see the wealth of surprising [<'slolts in maklng use

lrown and \,alter, 198) for a more detaIled di scnssion)

(See Brown, 1976 c:rnd

In th 1s hr le f sketch,

10wever, we implJed the value both of carefully employjng the variolls sL1ges of

:he "what-if-not" strategy and of interrelating them as well.

In closing, it is worth pointing out that despite efforts to mechanize the
;tages, the process tends to elude a compllterized melltaltty, for it is freqllcIltLy

At the next stage, we ask some new set of questions about the modifIed phennmSuppose we begin by asking what the new sequence would .look like.

ba{~k

)f the "what-if-not" strategy on the FiboniH~ci sequence.

f it is not the case that the first two numbers are I, we ask "hat they mighl be?

enon.

In analyzing the question above, one is thrown

the original phenomenon--as we indicated ahove.

At the second stage, we do a "what-if-not" (hence the name of the scheme) on
one of the attributes.

Why is that happening?

To continoe

:he case thal in the absence of an essentially human activity one may never even
'see" some of the attributed to vary in thp fIrst place.

Els(·\.Jhere (Rrm.Jn, 1971,

- 6/ 1
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(VANCOUVEH)

Report of Horking Group A
(b) r,~aplt(ea( 6w"na~~e6

Developing Statistical

Thillking-.f~A!l

Collecting data and presenting them in graphical form. Appropriate
forms include: circle charts, scatter plots in one and two variables,
box and whisker plots, stem and leaf plots, bar graphs, etc.

by Claude Gaulin and ,Jim Swift, Co-chairmen

Interpreting information presented in the graphical forms mentiofled above.
Using a variety of plots to illuminate a collection of data.
Detecting hidden patterns in data.
The Working Group set as its aim the development of a set of guidelines for the
introduction of \~ork on statistical thinking into the cOI'e curriculum.
centration on STATlSTlCAL thinking was deliberate.

Thp con-

The group recognized the im-,

portance of also including PROBA8IlISTIr. thinking in the core curriculum, but in
the limited time available for discussion, it was judged preferable to concentrate
on the area of developing statistical thinking for all.
A pre/corequisite of the development of statistical thinking is a SENSE OF NUMBER,
which must be an important objective of the mathematics core curriculum.
sen~e

Investigating values that appear "different" (outliers).
Making comparisons between collections of data presented in graphical
form (e.g. compal'ing box and whisker plots of two sets of heights).

Number

is understood to include such concepts as estimation, accuracy and size, and

such skills as rounding and making approximations.
GOALS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATlSTlCAl THINKING FOR All
1. To develop critical attitudes towards conclusions based on conolonly
used statistical arguments.
2. To develop those skills of data exploration necessary for achieving
the first gual.
3. To develop an awareness of the uses of statistical

argun~nts.

APPROPRIATE STATlSTlCAL TOPICS FOR TIlE CORE CURRICULUM
The topi cs fa 11 into two broad areas:

I.'!IIlhasis and methodology
The emphasis should be towards providing ways of overcoming the mistakes of
judyen,ent that so often arise when data are examined. The work of Kahne01an
and Tversky [1] has clearly shown some of the kinds of mistakes that can occur in this context.
. Students should be encouraged to develop their own interests by collecting
and ex~mining data from any subject that attracts them. Project work, involving the planning and execution of an experiment that includes the collection
and interpretation of dat8. is also a most worthwhile activity. Much attention
could also be given to the compllation of a collection of interesting activities, data examples from newspapers, case studies from practicing statisticians, etc. that will illuminate the teaching of statistics. f2 J
The COmPllte r :!IId the calculator offer considel'able opportunities for enhancing
the development of statistical thinking. Students can concentrate on the use
of the tools of data analysis, not a5 ends in themselves, but as a way of extracting IIlfomation from ar. interesting data set. The ccmputer also facilitates the exchange of data sets in a format that allows students a convenient
fonn of acres,.
Statistical thinking is not confined to the mathematics curriculum. Teachers
are strongly encouraged to look for applications of statistics in other subject
areas. In addition, the development of statistical thinking involves the use
of many llIathematical skills and techniques, e.g. ~lOrk on ratios, proportions,
graphs and number sense. Such reinforcement is a positive feature of a stl-onger
emphasis on statistical thinking.

(A) The tuols of data analysis
( Q) NW11vUca1 A1.II1IIJlM1e.6

(B) Sa'!llll~_sur_~ys and their interpretation

Collecting data and presenting them in the form of tables, averages,
percentages, proportions, etc.

(a) Developing an understanding of, and a critical attitude towards, statements made about surveys.

Interpreting infonnation presented in the forms mentioned ahove.

(b) Hecognizlng misleading interpretations of survey data. (for example,
such statements as "the liberals have increased their share of the popular vote by 2 %" are misleading when the poll is only accurate to 4
percentage points.)

Using averages and measures of variabil ity to i Illlminate data.
Detecting patterns in data,
Recognizing appropriate and inappropriate use of numerical sUliuliaries.

WORKING GROUP
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(c) Developing an intuitive understanding of how a sample can give in-

formation about a population.

The emphasis should be towards those activities that develop an INrUITIVE understanding of the uses and limitations of surveys. Methods that use technical jargon and elnphaslze probability models are not considered appropriate
for the core curriculum. One successful approach has been to observe the
variability that occurs when samples are taken from a YES/NO population and
to summarize data from 100 such samples In a box and whisker plot. l3J This
approach does not Involve the use of probability statements connected with surveys. In Its deliberations about methodology, the group was very conscious of
the Importance of dealing with misconceptions concerning surveys like those
shown In the work of Kahneman and Tversky [IJ. A valuable goal in teaching
this topic is to aim at overcornlng such misconceptions as occur at a very basic
level.
Students should continually challenged to ASK questions and be critical about
a survey. Appropriate questions might Include: how were the data collected?
Did every member of the population have the possibility of being Included In
the sample? Was the sample representative? Etc. Such questions are a valuable source of learning, particularly when applied to the surveys that are often
conducted in other courses in the school curriculum. There Is no better way
of revealing the limitations of survey techniques than by being actively Involved In one. The discussion following such Involvement can be Illuminating!
The area of sample surveys Is one of the most frequently reported areas of statistical thinking. There should be no difficulty in including a strong emphasis on the use of newspaper sources when this topic Is being taught.

ClIlUllClJ!'IJ~1
-~-----.-.--

n..I.

(d) Using elementary methods of obtaining a sample from a population.
Emphasis and methodology

~lal'Ka)'

*

University of Waterloo
lhe purpose of this note is to olltl inc thc major prohipills of
inclllding "respectable statistics" in the school curriclIllIlll.
specifying these problems, I think we can direct

and not \v:)ste
~ly

i.J

0111'

By

enp('gics IIs('fully

large amount of time discussing irrelevant· ics.

first point is that there is no nl'cd to decide ",hnt the illlportant

topics nre.

The I ist given below cnn he genernted using many di Herl'lIt

criteria, bllt I believe in the end that the list prodllced Nill
like the one I'm givjng.

loo~

1Illl1.:h

The criteria lIve Llsed to select these COlh:C'pts

arc first th"t the topic should lend to the understanding of a fre'!"""t Ir

encoull t pr('d concept.

The topic shoul d he ,. v i vi d

and exc it i ng" and

further te.chers should be able to link the topic to othl'r parts of

a math,'lIlatics/computcr science curriculum.
TIll' first criterion is one of relevallcy.
in considering hOI,. a topic is to he presented.

[1] D. Kahneman, P. Slovic & A. Tversky Judgment under uncertainty: heuristics
and biases. Cambridge University Press, 1982.
.
[2] Cf. Statistics Teacher Network, edited by Prof. Ann Watkins, Dept. of Maths.,
los Angeles Pierce College, 6201 Winnetka Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91371.
[3] • Schaeffer & J. Swift Information from Samples. (To be published by the
ASA/NCTM Joint Committee on the Curriculum in Statistics and Probability)
Note: a YES/NO population is one to which the words YES or NO can be attached
---- to each member of the population (example: a population of black and
white balls in a sampling box).
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The secont! is liseI'll I
The thinl criterion is

pragmatic, and recognizes that statistical ideas Nill he prl'sent<'t! hI"
non-specialists in a mathematics or compllter science setting.

For the

tcachCfs'sal-..c, the statistical ideas IlIlISt he tied to their {)\..;11 disClpliliL'.
The topics given bela .. can be presellted at mallY levels.

I hopl'

111\'

brief examples Nill give you the flavour that I feel is ('<'qlli!"<,".

'The ideas on this note arose from disclIssions with Jilll S"ift, Roger

Purves, Brian Craham, Alf Waterman, Ted BCllttery. Jim Nakamoto and others.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Statistics in the School Curriculum, by R.J. MacKay
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PO!;'!Ilt i a l--.!()j~!~
(iii)

A.

Number scnse
(aj

softening big and sliiall IIlllllh,'.'s "if a supcr <"omprrtl'r
can perform 50 million calculations pl'1' secolld, and
ISO mathematicians can perform the same calculations
in a "eek, how lIIany calculations docs each mathematician
make per second?"
(Victoria Times-Colonist, April 24, 198.3).

(b)

of a lIumt·er
"22000 fewer claims n~cded"

C.

Sample surveys
(a)

"reprcsentativ(; $(lmpll''i''

(b)

from 3a,lIple to population

(c)

sampl ing variabi I ity

(el)

non-sampl ing errors.

D.

it looks like a pattern but it's only chance variation.

(b)

it looks like chance variation brrt there is a pattern.

(c)

making comparisions in a non-deterministic setting.

Data analysis tools
(a)

numerical "",mnaries (eg. averages, percentages, tables).

(b)

graphical summaries (eg. scatteT plots, hox and "hiskcr plot etc.)

Notes
(a)

To make these topicS vivid, there are several possibilities:
(i)

(i i)

the topics can be used to motivate mathematical ideas,
for example using scatter plots of real data to introduce
cartesian coordil1ates.
the topics can be introduced hy "ay of a "story" or classroom
experiment in "hich the questions of int~rest arc asked
first.

as p:lrt of a compllter

Sl il'IICf'

statistical ideas l";J1I he plllheddeJ ill a lIIatlH'I!I;t[ic~~ pJ'nhlelll.
ego Given five ohs('rvat iOlls plus an unknowll s i Xl h
value x. plot the mean and the IIlctiian of till' data itS
x varies.

Prohability has been cxclt.ded from the list except for the notion
of chance variation.
I think prohahility can be includ .. d in the
school crrrriculum but it shorrld he separated from statistical ideas.

(c)

Formal statistical procedures shollid not he include,1 in thl' sdwol
crrrriculum. These methods arc irrelevant fOT most strrdcnts.

Problems
11.'1'0 is a list of problems .,hich I think can be addressed hY,this
"orkshop rrsing the given topics ns a reference sct.
1.

identification of sou ret' lIIatcrials('~xarnples, potential projf'cts,
classroom cxperimcHts, test/homc\'Jurk prohlems, COlllllllt(>r
soft"are etc.)

.?

development of a delivery system to make thes" materials
available to practising teachers

:I.

dcvelopmcllt of source m"teriah "ith Carradiall content (or
better, of inteTest to Canadinn studcllts)

,1.

creation of ideas for linking stat ist ical concepts to mathplIlat ics

Statistical relationships and causation
(a)

illtrodlWt'd

(b)

birJg.'~phl

(Victoria Times-Colonist, Fehruary 7, 1911.».

B.

(iv)

lopics can lIe
eXf'l"cise.

and computer science curricula.
S.

teacher training/Te-training.
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GROUP

Training in diagnosis and remediation for teachers.
June 8 to 12, 1983

In recent years there has been considerable emphasis on d-tagnoslicprescriptive teaching.

In mathematics education this has taken the form o[

analyzing COlflputational strategies used by children and then reconunendfng

TRAINING IN DIAGNOSIS AND
REMEDIATION FOR TEACHERS

appropriate reteactling of incorrect

prOCed\lreS~

Associated witll tills t'oncern,

a few edllcators have prepared.mathematics diagnostic invelltories use fIll 111 tile
assessment process.

clinics.

Further, several institutions have established mathematics

Some clinics offer a diagnostic service only; others offer an

associated remedial component.

These clinics are usually justified to

tl~

parent Instltution in that they provide a service to the community, of fer a
research settlng for their faculty, and can be used to train teachers. OC(,(18ionally a course is offered in "diagnosis and remediation 1£1 m:1thematjcs" tltI]izIng the cllnlc facilities.
or senior lIuu!-"rgraduates.

Typically these courses are avallabIe to graduates
A student who elects to take only the regular intro-

ductory mathematics methods course would likely have very little exposure to the
"diagnostic and remedial" concepts.

TIH~

purpose of this Working (;r01lp is

ttl

examine mOI-e close'-y

il

recommend-

ation that all teachers hf' trafned to handle diagnosis and remediation in the
regtllilf classroom and wllat form this might take.

To facilitate discusslon,

selected members would be asked to prepare papers which summarize diagnostic
and clinic models, both for preservlce a~d lnservLce situations, alld raise
questions whLch focus on this training.
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Training t:l diagnosis and remediation for teachers.

Several issues were raised wldeh result in the need for further

study.

Douglas R.M. Edge, University of British Columbia
David F. Robitaille, University of British Colum!,ia

What constitutes functional oumer-aey?

measured?

How can it he

\.fhat l'ole should the university play in providing the

needed remediation?
In the past several years working groups of the Canadian Hathematlcs
Educators Study Gr::>up have

remediation.

This YE"dr

ccnct~ntrated

U~e

on val {01..:8 aGpects of diagnusis and

work1ng group

focu~Red

bl

.Iud

nn "'That training, if any,

remedj~tlon

it appears that the lnathematics content

htased in favour of arithmetic ..

teachers should be givell to develop their mathematics-related diagnostic and
remedial abilities.

Hhen student teachers are introduced to the conc.ept of diagnosis

problem solving or estimation.

Discussion was divided tnto three areas:

is heavily

,Diagnosis rarely involves A(-'ometry,

Remediation h.-ods to

I)[lsic facts, place value and algurithms.

('mph<-lslz(~

Several educators main-

regular education undergraduate students
tained that the schools had obligations to teacher all children
special education
certain "oasics"

graduate

student~

including the basic facts and relevant <1]goritllm~.

and research
Otl,ers noted that

The outline of lhis report parallels lhat division.

Key points are

~jth

the availahllity of hand held calculalors

the extent of this obligatfon had to be reevalllRted.

noted along with resulting suggestions and reconunendations.

c)

It was noted that until recently in special educatio". diagnosis

typically concentra ted on Ident I fying perceptual def lei ts. such
1.

~~ular

Imdergraduate

teache~.-E~aration:

as auditory or vis'lal perception dysfunctions, of
a)

It was acknowledged that lIIany student teachers have great dtfficlIl ty

students.

wlt h elementary mathematics concepts.

task-analytic oriented.

Al thollgh several approaches

to thIs problem were considered, one was presented in some detaJI.

non-~cl1fcvjng

In mathematics edu(:ation, the diagnosis was much more

That Is, there was more of an attempt to

identify specific content ohjectives where remedial work was needed.

All students enrolled in an elementary mathematics methods course
It was recognized that the current trend toward the integration
were te::;ted for functional numeracy on content typically found tn
{If

grade seven and eight mathematics textbooks.

both approaches is desfral)]e.

Furtl1er study is needed

011

ttle

Students who dtd not
pxtent of the integration and un the emphRsis the perceptual

achieve a IlarticuLar score were then asked to report.to a diagnostic
dpf lctt COllipouent shoulrl have in a mathematics methods course.

centre for further testing.

These students were then dJrected toward

appropriate reference material,

Nc speciflt-.: remedJatlon

WdH

provided.
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In terms of what to expect in a regular mathematics methods course,

2.

§.p_e"_i.,,l education undergraduate train.Ln.s.:

the point was made that as good teaching would ruutinely involve
a)

Of the several programs discussed, it appears that special education

diagnosing students' strengths and weaknesses, it is difficult to
students are required to take cuurses that fall broadly into three

differentiate between "diagnostic-remedial methodology" and
categories.

"traditional classroom methodology".

F:t.rstly, they take some courses that are 1n common with

It was suggested that a

regular education students such as reading and mathematics methods.

methodology course would include the teaching of certain principles
Secondly, they take special education-specifIc courses s1I('h as
such as:

introduction to the mentally retarded or the learning disabled.

introduce new concepts using materials then move toward

a symbolic level

(standardized or informal), to developing diagnostic skills and to

use a four-step procedure to illustrate how to appropriately transfer fr~m the use of concrete devices to a
symbolic level;

These courses mayor lllay not include components related to testing

and

teaclling/reteaching techniques.

Thirdly, special education students

generally select courses from an optional list which, although vary-

utilize a teaching model that Incorporates exploratory,

log greatly from institution to institution, often does Include a

understanding, consolidating and problem solving levels.

course in diagnosis and remediation of mathematics learning problems.

It was recommended that this introductory methods course not

In this latter regard, that Is the aspect of an optional diagnosis

concentrate on formal diagnosis, suell as the use of standardized

and remediation course in mathematics learning, some concern was

tests, but rather on the preparation and uses of informal tests.

expressed in that many graduates of these programs will work as

Although there was some concern expressed about the value of error

resource personnel in learning assistance or reSOllrce roonl centres.

pattern analysis due to an inability to classify And describe all

Given that, in addition to reading and language arts, much of the

errors, there was a strong feeling that student teachers shoulrl be

work of a learning assistance centre is focussed on mathematics, a

exposed to the concept.

course in corrective mathematics techniques should be viewed as

It woul d serve to sensitize the student

teachers to the kinds of errors children can make and as a result

compu!sory to the training of the specialist.

would help them bring a preventative focus to their teaching.

lInless these teachers are given training in diagnosis and remedia-

It was noted that

tIon they are likely to utilize such standardized tests as the
Hide Range Achievement Test (HRAT) or the KeyHath and make
specific instructional recommendations in spile of the survey
Ilature

of tfle tests.
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Several members of the group also expressed the opinion that the

Tile jssue of training special education teachers for the secondary
1t.'vl'l was hriefly disclissed.

lcal.ning of special education teachers at. the undecgcaduate level

There do not seem to he any ClJrr('nt Iy

I.

shoulcl be reviewed.

existing/hi. CaoRda.

These members indic1lted that the ski Us

The situation is cr:Jtical and reqtlires immediate

required of a competent remedial teacher could be obtalned only by

attention.

first working with children in' regular classroom settings for

prlnte'content taxonomy as we]] as for lIseful diagnostic instrulTlenls.

several years and

th~ll

Needs were identified for the developmpnt of an appro-

Further information is also needed on remedial techniques.

hy taking specialized training tn dlagnostie-

teLhnlqu,-'s that are routlnt:'!ly lecollmJendeo for use with elemenliu"y

prescciptive techniques, likely at a graduate level.

school children applicable to students In
h)

Clinical programs were reported to have varying dt>grees of success.
~ome

secolld~ry

1I,,;tructlon for meaning always precede drill?

cUnics are associated with the teaching of a particular

course.

Are

school?

Which topics

Should
IlIUSt

he

tangllt initially using concrete materials?

Although this provides some hands-on experience, diffi-

culties with long range planning, following-up reillediatlon,. hlased

3.

QradlJllt:'C programs and research:

referring population, and travelling time limit practical experience
for the student teacher.
course teaching.

Other clinics are operated independent of

In this case the remediation does not have to be

a)

A proposal for a Master of Education degree program in matllematlcs
education with a focus on diagnosis and remedJation was presented.

tied to the semestec system and it does permit working with a child

Thlf-; proposal,

for a longer period but it involves ollier problems such as the paying

mathematics edur.:tt"jon (foundations, advanced methods), educntionnl

and supervising of qualified tutors.

fOtlll(lutions (learning theory, human development), reseaTell and
m~asurement,

presented in Appendix A, suggested tlutt coursps In

and field experience all be reqllired components.

rt

Clinics ope:.-atlng dur:lng the summer session share some of the same
was also suggested that students be given opportunities to select

features as clillics Iwlrl during the fall or winter but tlley have
from a series nf optional courses which would include rnathem:-ttics,
two major advantages.

Chlldren can spend more hours per day sludy-

special education, and reading edtlcati.un.

jng mathematics.

And, chIldren are more likely to participale in

illstructional sessions on problem solving, meaSllremellt and geometry.

No specific recommendations or suggestions were forthcoming.
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Although there appeared to be general support for the proposal,

Clinics were seen as good settings to examine variolls pedagc)gjcal

two addltional reconunendations were made.

moJt;"ls and remedial techniques:

standardized testing should be required.

Firstly, a course in

And secondly, some

models such as teaching cy('ll~s

or transferring from concrete to synlbol, (lnd remedial techniques

attentIon should be given to the preparation of an integrated

sllch as the use of contrasting algorithms or of specIfic IDnnJpu-

Masters of Education program in diagnosis and remediation.

Jat1ve materials.

~'or

example, joint programs in mathematics and reading, mathematics

The extent of computer use in remediation was

mentioned and appears to require much further investIgatIon.

and eacly childhood or mathematics and special education should
All additional area that received consideration was the development

be proposed and implemented.
of dIagnostic instruments.
b)

ExamplE's given Included the U.II.C.

Conducting research in diagnostic-remedial settings has presented

MEDIC Checklist and the Maryland Diagnostic Arithmetic Tpst.

special problems.

Carryl Koe (U.B,C.) discllssed her current research which involves

It has been difficult to carry out experimental

studies using large sample sizes gIven that clinicai programs

the development of a diagnostIc checkl1st for solvIng linear algebraic

often contain too few subjects.

equations.

Hence, researchers tend to rely

on methods which use case study approaches.

One concern related to

the use of case study research was expressed.

This research tends
SUMMARY

to be hypothesis - generating in nature rather than leading to
spec:i.fic or tJpractioner-oriented" conclusIons.

But, it was noted

Throughout the several days of discussion several major themes aplwared

that currently more research is utilizing case study methodology.

to recur.

This is likely due to the respect accorded to some hIgh quality,

hence must not only be considered for that grollp of children ldentiflen as in

insi~ltful

reportIng based on these procedures.

Firstly, diagnosis is an essential component of all good teaching and

nee,1 of special Ilelp.

this area.

Consequently all pre-service teachers need tratlling In

This training should Include experIence in the preparation and inter-

Rather than make specific suggestions or reconunendations relating
pretatjon of Infonnal testing procedures and with the development and tmpll'menlatioll
to diagnostic-remedial research, the group focussed on past and

of appropriate remenial technIques.
current studies.

Error pattern analysis was discussed.

Results

are often difficult to classify and thIs led to some consideration
of the value of pursuing this line of study.
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Secuudly, much more extensive use m1lst be made of the hand held cal-

culator.

This is imperative when 'JOrkJ.I1g wi th older children who may have been

must also include the development of relevant, appLlcation-or1ented coursps.
Watered-dowil versions of exJsting courses must be avoided.

struggling unsuccessfully for several years uilh (Jdfticular facts and algorithms.
The h'urklng gr(IUp addressed numerous issues.

It was not as clear that

th~

computer should receive the same emphasis.

of speclfic

study of

tl~

In some cases the lIlakJng

Hore
St1g~,e9tjons

seemed appropriate.

Tn other cases,

it was recognizpd

role of the computer tn diagnosis and prescription is needed.
that further Htudy of a topic was requJred before recommendations shoilid tw

Thirdly, special education students require much more expertise related
to diagnosis and remediation of mathematics learning.

When these students

become teachers they are typically expected to have a high level of ability in
working with children who have mathematics learning difficulties yet it appears
tl~t~

at best, courses which would prepare them for this task are optional.

Other themes were also appan'"t.
these are less important.

There is no intention to suggest that

I t Is simply that they received less attention than

the first three themes noted above.
I'it·stly, Master's level graduate degree programs need be prepared.
Courses should maintain a focus on mathematics learning, but need to address
diagnostic and rEmedial concerns in related fields, such as reading and special
eudcatlon.

I t Is also pos3ible that this kind of graduate program should come

to be seen as the way to train "special educators", rather than undergraduate

degree programs.

SecGndly, vastly more interest needs to he shown toward the learning
problems of adolescents at the secondary school level.

The directIon for this

interest certainly must be directed toward diagnostic and remedial Issues but

made.

rL is

hope~

thftt future working groups would he organized to examine

ill some detnl1 olle or more of these iSRll€S.
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PROPOSAL FOR A HATIIEHATICS EDUCATION PROGRAN FOCliSSING ON DIAGNOSIS AND

REHED!ATION IN .HATIIENATlCS.
PREREQUIS ITE:

Hathematics methods and content (369 or 404) *
Introduction to Diagnosis and Remediation (~71)

SUGGESTED COURSES:
1.

Math Ed:

UNITS

Diagnosis and Remediation (560
Foundations (545)
Math Teach1ng: Elementary (547)
or
Math Teaching: Secondary (548)

2.

Founda t ions:

3.

Research and Measurement:

4.

Practicum:

OPTIONAL COURSES:

Lea rning Theory (501)
Human Development (505)
Research in Education
Hethodology (508)

Field Experience (598)

Selected from follmdng -

History of l1athematics (485)
Mathematics Education: Elementary (488)
Mathematics Education: Secondary (549)
Remedial Reading (476)Introduction to Research (481)
Introduction to Statistics (482)
Behaviour Disorders (515)
Learning Disabilities (526)
Hearing Impaired (530)
Hultiple Handicapped (537)
Early Childhood
Testing
Adult Educa t ion
Education for the Gifted

*

Numbers refer to U.B.C. course numbers.

3.0
1.5

WORKING GROUP C
-~--

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5
3.0

4.5
. 18.0

MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE
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!!:!.!l!."mallcs "" "11 oule,ollle J.'-',~~~
WII'II Wf' h'neh "

I ,II" lml'ro.,~!!,'d hI' the Inndc'luncy ,,( IOllr,II"!:" to ('xpr('sH
our cllnFlc:itl1lS lll'Hlght f RIHI hy the tnnd('flu:tcY of our
rllllHt: lOllS lholll:itt to (,xl'r(~';A 11111" IIl1h'!(lI1~,·IClIIS.
The
ellr"" DC I'hll.oR"l'hy hilS bcc'lI LI", IIIII>posltlon that lallg11111\" Is ,1,i eXilct m,.,<lillm,
I'hllosophcrs v"l'hallsc nlld
1 h"11 HIII'I'''"'' tlwl the Ide.1 IA stnt('d' for ,,11 time.
LV"II tr Il w,'r,· Iltate-d, It wOllld IIl'<,d to he res tilted
(or <,very c('lItury. pcrhapH ('very 1:<'o('r01t Ion. Pl.1to Is
lite. only OIH' who Iwew hettrr nnd did nul frill Jllto
Iltlll 11'.11"
l/lte',1 "rdln"ry illl'lh,,,lfi Cllllt·d hiM, h<' (lilVC
Wi II ntylh. which ,I""" n(,t chilI 1('11111' exnrlllttlt' hut
rxdl('s reveJ'll:', Hntl"'nlat Irs Jo m"ro oC'nrly rr(,<'/R",
nllLl ,'"meS nC.1rer to the truth.
In n thom~Oll1d years
Lt nUlY be I1n cl1Il1l1Ionly uned ao fA Npc,trh lntl:ty.
- ~~N,·,lili.!.!.!'hei!.!l

"

\~II"I

IH ,\ !oilt IHra4'1 ory llpf lull" Illn'!

1-'" ..

wllllt till! stud.'lIl" milY IIny /lilt! write! In It.

"J~~~~~~i

Tht'H~ 1s no

1110(0 reilson why a p(~rs()n who IHU'S it. word
correctly sholl1d he able to tell "hat It nll'anS than tltere
Is why a planet IIhlch Is moving correctly should kllow
K('pl~~r: s 1a\16.
- it..: Russel.!,

(S/IIr.inlr,

19~O)

nul th" ~t"d('nls Il'nrlllllf, 1II.1Ih",..,tlco1 lanr,IIi1J;" nlr"n"y 1'0~fH"A"
flJl1!:tIOll" I , flod C'~R<'ntl"lly r,rllr.trnaticnl, HI'''''('hl I:h~t IR, th('y can,
wlLhollt kllowlnr, IJhtlt they or" clIlIed, op"ralp "flrtr.rtly with th"
varIous "P,Hls of "I"'('ch". t:lIch pnrt of IIp''l'rh I" OIs"odntcd wHh
certain OIl~r(,IIC6Pt'S thllt 111'1"~or to be nllllhC'I"1Il 11'111. For ('I(Ontl'l<' 1
!~l',.I.I·.'I~q~ ._t J,~'I_J~_l!,r.:..(.:!~~~I.L(!.r_ ..!~~.!..

£tl.'?.!".j-'~lt"h!,~J__ t-,~~., .'.' .'.
nnuU!l
Vc rhs

1

J

n'I.I<'ct lv.'n
ndv£'rlm

d"R""H (or n".Icct~, nr-tlonA)

J

Intpl','I"rt lon/1nc1""ton of
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language

A nUlntler of assorted aSI>ects occur to "Ie.

Following WI}itehead, we may see mathematical language as more precise
than ordinary language.
But there are at least tllO qllaUfica~lons lle
may make. One is that even when used by mathematicians the language

is not precise in the sense of

IIfree

from ambJgllity".

Hluit proportions of classroom time are spent (by the t"<leh"r) - in t h.·
fOUf

Par: un abus de

modes of listening, speaking, reading and writing?

lIow do these

langa~ is a common bridging phrase in the wd tings of SOIll~ French
mathematicians, who care about these things.
The otlwe is that m"thematical language Is not precise in the sense of "being clear". He
have only to consider legal language to see that the claims of claeity
and exactness are not always compatible.
(Teachers seem more prone
than lawyers to confuse the two qualities.)

cOlJ1pare wilh other s1Ibjects, or with the \.JOL"k of <l (non-tPflching)
mathematician? t.Jhy is there so little clnss or group disnlsslnn In
mathematics classrooms? Whatever one's views on the> disclIssabJlity
of math"l1latics ~ se, there is always the possihi.liLy of dlscllsslng
alternative solutions to a problem, variations in algori.thms, contrastillg I)[oofs.

How do we learn, say, the word "rectant;le"'/ To give it nn initial
meanlng we distinguish the object described from objects descrihed
by tlsquare", "parallelogram", etc.
But in order to give a definit iOIl,
one of the properties is dropped ("two long siups and tIm short sides"):
This enables us to say. for example,

But discussion has other uses.
It is perhaps the principal method
we have for negotiating the meanines of words ,Jnd the valIdity of
arguments. A good djscussion Is, for tlle Ilarticl11nrlts, II I)rocess
of "beeoming clear".
Lakatos (1975) casts his tllPsis in the form
of Cl guIded discussion to show that mathem.1tics, too, requires negnllatioll and an evolving clarity.

~

a square is a rectangle:!
"a rectangle is a parallelogram'!

These statements have the game formal structure F.!S Ita rose is a flower
(the class of roses is included in the class of flowers).
But we do
not first encounter the word "flO\,er" by distinguishing the thing i t
describes from the thing described _ by "rose", or vice-versa.

lt

We wri.te, say, 2< 5 and speak "two is less than five".
Is 2 less thnn
5 because the former is the cardinal number of a proper subset of the
set of which the latter is the cardinal number? Or because 2 occurs
before 5 in the counting order? If we substitute the criterion of a
I'ositive difference (a< b if b - a ~O) we find ourselves writing
-5< 2, for instance_
Is -5 less than 2?
In pHher of the above senses?
See Plmm's paper (1980) to see how words and symbols defined in certa insituation are applied as metaphors in different situat ions.
"Norphisms
preserve structure but do not preserve meaning."
Structure-equivalents
are not necessarily meaning-equivalents.
In an interesting paper, Kaput (1979) takes t,-m "axioms" - matlwmatics
is a formal structure, and mathemat I.cs Is based on experience.
lie
suggests that mathematical notation lies on ti,e horder of the two
zones.
Notation wldeh cannot be related in some way to experience
is (literally) nonsense.
But formal mathemntJcs is atcmpornl wilerc<ls
experience is always in time.
So to tie notnt ion to experience is to
see it arising from a process (in time) whcrcils as a feature of the
formal structure it is also a product (timeless).
In hIs terms, to
make sense of mathematical notation tole must "anthropolllorphise .i til.
Nathematical language has a history - It is a sort of historical sediment.
KnO\.Jing the history may at times illwninate, at others exasperate.
(Hhy, oh why, should we have to bear "fth the clumsinpss of the radical
sigll, and why cannot we write our nuinerals so that tlw pJace value
increases from left to right?)
The power of matllematical Illnguage is

uIIJeni~ll)le,

bllt 11crfect it js Il(lt.

Def [nit ions are not devi ces for making things clea r.
Thpy enab I P
thought and argument to be exact, but that is not (I think) their
principal functIon.
A definition flags an Idea, a perception, an
atvareness, and says of it that it has a future, that tlH~ jdea will
be prodtlctiue.
The form of a definition may vary, as we ktlOW, to
satisfy criteria of convenience or elegflltcE', but tllese are subordillate to the criterion of significance.
lie tend to think of an organis~d 113rt of nlathematics as a collection of tllC(lremS, bllt Jt is
tlte definitions that (,otver the development.
Unfort.ulI<1tC'ly vr'ry fChf
classrooms give students even a glllnpse of tills process.
\~IY

an"' "\-lord problems" such a bugbear for nwthematics st'udPllts
and teachers? In oliler subjects all the prob](>ms ;11"1::' \·lOrd problt.'lIIs~
Part of the dlfficlllty lies in the fact that students (Lorenz, 19HO)
and teachers (flesher and Taubel, 1975) aee all the time .. oj bIding
to COIIV,ert word prohlems into a1gorl thml c exercises.

Lorenz also points Ollt (quoting Ballersfe](I) tllat 1n no otller subjet't
docs til(' teacher tf'lId to identify the answers to quesl ions hy the i r
form rallll?'r than their content, even to tlte extent of rejecting
correct answers not given in the prescribed form.
Questioning is
not, in .111y case, a skill that mathematics teachers nrc gPllf'rnlly
good at.
(I hilve no h,ard evidence for thls.)
It is too P'H'y to
formulate ilpparcntly straightforward questions, pl'riJ;lps.
r think
that to tlsk "\lhat do we mean by fraction?;! is ClS difflclIlt to anShff'r
as trHh;lt do wp mp<1O by jllstice?1f TenchE'rs, and mat hClllat icf' tpachl'rs
in particular, tend to forget that Socrates spent most 0f hIs lifl'
df'monstr;~tlng that ,,,hat we incontrovertibly kIHH.J He' canllot necessarily
tell.
D.Jvid 1·nlL'cll'r
-Nay 20, 1983
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Address to

During the past several months, by attempting to listen
carefully to myself and to my students, I have found that difficulties in language usage in mathematics seem to fall into one of
the following categories:
I.

Situations where language is constrained by standard usage.

II.

Situations where better alternatives are available.

III. Situations exemplified by careless or incorrect
usage.
An important example from the first of these categories is
the na~lng of the "teens". Irregularities in the words used,
the word order, and the spellings are all present. In this situation there appears to be no immediate remedy except for the teacher
to be aware of the inherent difficulties and to be sensitive to
problems they may cause in the classroom. Some other examples
from this category are:
1. "Reduced" fractions: Does reducing a fraction
smaller?
2. "like" terms:

ma~e

it

2xy and 3xy are "like" terms.
zrxy and 3IXf are" 1 ike" terms .
.pyy and ~jxy are .!!.QJ: "I i [(e" terms.

3. "Variable": How variable is the "variable" in the equation

2xtl=57
4. In writing an expression for "the square root of seven more
tMn a number", should one write {ftx or,p+x?
The second category, situations where better alternatives
are available, appears to be the richest, both from the viewpoint
uf the number of e~ample~ Ivallable,"and the decisive role that the
teacher can play in alleviating the difficulty. An elementary level
example of this type occurs in the language used to introduce
multiplication and division. "Two threes are six" and "How many
threes in six?" seem preferable to "Two times three is six" and
"How much Is six divided by three?" for two important reasons.

- 92 First, the former use language already available to the students,

and second. they do not obscure the relationship between the
operations.

Some other examples in this category are:

1. Names of decimals: .17 should be read ·seventeen hundredths"
rather than "point seventeen". The latter
obscures meaning and makes other connections mo~e difficult.
2. Names of polynomials:

x:l. should be read "x to the second
power", not "x squared", unless a
model for the latter has already
been developed. A similar argument
holds for x'" .

3. Classification of

"First degree, second degree,
third degree" is probably a more
meaningful sequence than "linear,
quadratic, cUbic".

equ~tlons:

4. Subtraction: Using "differehce" rather than "take away"
is suggested by certain manipUlative models
(e.g. Cuisenaire rods) and more easily leads
to transformations useful In rapid computation.
5. Bases of numeration: Using the traditional language when
working in other bases of numeration
is cumbersome and obscures algebraic
relationships. For a further discussion of this topic, see the 19BO (Laval)
Proceedings of CMESG. Also refer to
Trivett and Gattegno (see bibliography).
The third category is characterized by careless or incorrect
language usage, and can be eliminated by the careful teacher.
Some examples from this category are:
1. Names of fractions: \ should be read "one fourth", not "one
over four". The latter is devoid of
meaning and can lead to serious problems
in computations with fractions.
2. Reading and writing large numbers: Place value names are.of
little use in learning to read and write
large numbers. A more effective approach
Is to "read" the commas (Gattegno).
3. Time and numbers: "One twenty five" is a reading of 1:25 and
refers to time. "One hundred twenty five"
is a reading of the number 125.

- 93 I do not take the preceedlng categorizations to be definitive

or the lists of examples to be exhaustive, however I believe that
this or a similar exercise can be of value to classroom teachers
and teacher trainers. It has led me to consider the following
criteria for making choices about what language to use:
1.

Use language that emphasizes, or at least does not obscure,
mathematical structures.

2.

Use "available" language, i.e., language brought to the
situation by the stUdents or suggested by manipulative
models in use.

3.

Choose clarity over precision.

4.

Use language in a consistent manner.

Martin Hoffman 7/83
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Attempts in the past at drawing the connection have

Components of
A "Grammar" of Elementary Algebra Symbol Manipulation

generally focussed on identifying structures of language in
mathematics or vice versa.

David Kirshner

In my current research, mathematics

is regarded as a language not so that knowledge of language may

University of British Columbia

be applied to mathematics, but rather so that the techniques
designed for the study of language may be applied the the study
The Study of Algebra may be pursued in three very
different schools, the Practical, the
Philological, or the Theoretical, according as
Algebra itself is accounted an Instrument, or a
Language, or a Contemplation; according as ease of
operation, or symmetry of expression, or clearness
of thought, (the agere, the fari, or the sapere,)
is eminently prized and soug~or.
(William Rowan Hamilton, 1837)

of mathematics.

define the term, mathematics is unequivocally a language:
From now on I will consider a language to be a set
(finite or infinite) of sentences, each finite in length
and constructed out of a finite set of elements. All
natural languages in their spoken or written form are
languages in this sense, since each natural language has
a finite number of phonemes ..•• Similarly, the set of
'sentences' of some formalized system of mathematics can
be considered a language. (Chomsky, 1957, p.2)

That mathematics can be regarded as a language has been
noted by many authors (see Aiken 1972 for references).

Indeed, in the narrow sense by which linguists

More

recently, educators have begun to question either the validity,
or more probably the utility, of that connection:
It has frequently been pointed out that mathematics
itself is a formalized language and it has been
suggested that it should Qe taught as such .•.
Such statements possess a degree of validity, but
would appear to be somewhat dangerous and potentially
confusing. Mathematics is not a language - a means of
communication - but an activity and a treasure house of
knowledge acquired over many centuries. (Austin &
Howson, 1979, p.176)

It is not possible for me, in the short time available
today, to outline in any detail the linguists' methods, or to
elaborate on the way in which I have adapted those methods for
the study of algebra.

A few words, however, are needed to define

exactly what is meant by a "sentence" of elemeniary algebra and
to identify the basic elements of which sentences are comprised.
I interpret the term sentence in linguistics to refer to the
smallest unit of discourse which will normally be uttered by a
speaker who is being attended by listeners.

In natural language

Indeed several of the previous speakers of this working group

study, then, sentences correspond to the statements, questions

have expressed a similar point of view.

and

ex~lamations

of normal speech.

By analogy, sentences of

-algebraic manipUlation refers to equation solving (or system of
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equations solving) and to the
expressions.

•

simplific~tion

~

of algebraic

These are the minimal acts which will be

Classification,of

Basts:.

Elements.

The first stage is

the identification of the basic elements and their assignment to

accomplished by one who has embarked upon the manipulation of

various classes (eg. operators, quantity symbols, 3nd grouping

algebraic sY,mbols.

symbols).

The basic elements of which these sentences

As an example, the

~

symbol is interpreted as a

are comprised are the usual algebraic symbols

conjunction of two symbols: J, and

a,b,c,x,y,z,1,2,3, ... ,+,_·,(,),=,etc.

and grouping symbol categories respectively.

, belonging to the operator

The linguistic program is the development of a grammar which
2. Expressions.

can be loosely described as a set of rules which formally operate
upon the basic elements to produce the sentences of the language.
In my study, the simplification of

algebr~ic

expressions has been

selected as the subset of sentences of interest.

Having established the basic elements of

the theory and their classification, the next step is to
rigorously define which strings of symbols will be considered as
"algebraic expressions" (eg. 5x(x + y-2)3, not 5x(yJ-J ).

A grammar, as a mechanism for the production of sentences,
can be regarded as a cognitive theory.

~

The devices employed by

Parsing.

This component determines the parse of well
For example, it is necessary to define 3x 2

the grammar are postulated ~o be the same oneS employed by the

formed expressions.

competent manipulator of algebraic symbols.

as representing 3(x 2 ) rather than (3X)2.

Alternative grammars

may be formulated representing alternative cognitive theories.
~

Psycholinguistics offers various paradigms for the selection of a

Transformations.

The fourth stage is concerned with

grammar from amongst alternatives on the basis of competing

the properties of real numbers which are used in the generation

psychological claims.

of

In the case of natural language, linguistics involves

on~

algebraic expression from another.

These include

arithmetic transformations, the standard "field axioms· of

analysis at a variety of levels (phonemic, morphemic, phrase

algebra, and any other number properties which a competent

structure, semantic, etc).

manipulator of algebraic symbols may bring to bear on one

A grammar of algebraic manipUlation

likewise involves various levels of analysis.
outlined during the remainder of my talk.

These will be

expression in the derivation of another.
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Application Component.

This penultimate level deals

that this is true (and to the extent that the rules specified

with the actual application of real number properties to

within each component correspond to cognitive structures) many

syntactically determined expressions.

important implications to algebraic curriculum may be derived.

This component specifies a

decision procedure to determine whether a particular

To the extent that these claims are false, the linguistic

transformation is applicable to a given algebraic expression.

paradigm, in algebra as in natural language, challenges
researchers to devise a more adequate grammar.

~

Semantic Component.

Thus far the levels of analysis

defined allow for the production of strings such as
4x' - 12x - 16

= 4(x' - 3x - 4) = 4(x··· - y

well as 4x' - 12x - 16

=

4(x' - 3x - 4)

+

References

y - 3x - 5 + 1) as

= 4(x - 4)(x

+ 1).

Both of these involve the correct application of correct real
number properties.

It is necessary, however, to exclude

sentences of the former sort which are in some sense
algebraically "meaningless".

The semantic component consists of

a classification of sentence types according to the purposes
which are normally associated with expression simplification such
as factoring, reducing fractional expressions, rationalizing
radical denominators, etc.

In each of these cases it is

necessary to delineate the initial configurations required and
the sequence of transformations to be applied.

(I have not yet

constructed the semantic component).

It is postulated that these six components of the algebraic
grammar represent the areas of skill and knowledge required for
successful manipulation of algebraic expressions.

To the extent

Aiken, L. R. Lanaguage factors in learning mathematics.
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Document Reproduction Service No. ED 068 340)
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Hamilton, W. R. Theory of conjugate functions, or algebraic
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WORKING GROUP D
'rhe Influence of Computer ScIence on Undergraduate
Mathematics Education
John Poland

WORKING GROUP D
List of participants:

•

Bernard R. HODGSON (I~aval)
John POLAND (Carleton)
Yvan ROUX (O.Q. a Rimouski)

THE INFLUENCE OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE ON THE UNDERGRADUATE
MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

This working group was a continuation of one on the
same topic the year before, and had been advertised as
having the aim of producing working documents for
publication on this topic using the fertile production of
the working group in 1982. Yvan Roux attended only the
first meeting where he raised the general question of what
changes influenced by computer science would be appropriate
in undergraduate mathematics education to meet society's
needs, and after the discussion he preferred to spend his
time at the meeting reading the background material to be in
a better posi tior, to participate in concrete changes he
anticipates in his own department in the coming year.
'rhe
second meeting was a discussion of the issues with Peter
Hilton. The final meeting produced a draft for the article
in the appendix.

-
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REVAMPING 'rHE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM:
THE INFLUENCE OF COMPUTERS
and backup mat.hematics.

Of course, computer programs will continue

to grow in their ability to do arduous multiprecision calc'lllations

by Bernard R. Hodgson and John Poland++

and carry out our standard numerical algorithms (like Simpson's
rule or row reduction of matrices), as well as grow in the ahility
Almost every mathematics department in Canada has
experienced a drop in the number of students graduating with a

to do routine algebraic manipulations !like techniqu'es of
indefinite integration or solving equations for specified

mathematics degree at the bachelor's levell in many cases, to an

variables).

unhealthy level.

carry out routine undergraduat~ mathematics also comes with a

This phenomenon has occurred in many other

And the increasing ability of computer programs to

countries too, and it is clear that the attractiveness of a career

growth of the new area of modern applied mathematics: mathematical

in our sister subject, computing, is a major factor.

computer science (from computational complexity and probabilistic
algorithms to formal languages and cryptanalysis).

the new, challenging and prestigious fiontier.

Computing is

But there are a

number of key factors in this computer revolution that ~e feel will
Does mathematics as we teach it now really address these

compel specific changes in undergraduate mathematics education.
Let us spell out what we see as these key factors, the problems to

changes?

which they give rise and scenarios of probable reactions and

mathematics courses in calculus, linear algebra and abstract

We feel that most of the undergraduate introductory

algebra are presented in the classroom as though computers do not

solutions.

exist.
Most important, in the next few years we can expect to see

How can we expect to be considered as teaching to our

students when for example we present the tradi tional techniquE'S of

large numbers of freshmen in our mathematics classes with a

integration (e. g. partial fractions) and our students know tha t

substantial experience with microcomputers and their programming

already there are packages to do these symbolic algebraic

packages.

manipulations on the computer, and in any case computer programs

Many provinces are committed to extensive distribution

of these facilities to secondary schools and many students are

exist to evaluate definite integrals without using anti-

eager to learn.

derivatives?

At the undergraduate level we will see more

disciplines using increasingly sophisticated computer techniques

This illustrates that some of the content of these

courses needs to be deemphasized, especially as it relates to the
actual passage to and evaluation of solutions that computers can
obtain (c.f. P.J. Hilton in (CMESG 83).

But the more we use

computers for these processes, the more we will need to emphasize

** This article is the outcome of a working group of the Canadian
Mathematics Education Study Group (CMESG) meeting in June, 1983, a
meeting made possible through a SSHRC grant. We express our
indebtedness to the lively contributions of the members of the 1982
CMESG meeting on this topic too.

checking and validation.
relevance.
algebra?

The question is that thorny one of

flow relevant is our approach to the calculus or
How relevant is the actual content of our courses?

there other topics we should be intro?ucing to the students?

Are
And

how relevant does mathematics seem to them as a way of solving
ques tions wi th whi ch they are or expect to be concerned?

Wha t we

•
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exactly these new aspects, whi ch bri ngs us to the next level of
possible modification.
wish most to share here is our feeling that the attitudes and
expectations of the majority of our freshmen who have some inter-est
in mathematics is and will continue to be for some time that the

For the content of our courses, the demand for an
introduction to the material of mathematical computer science is

most challenging and meaningful problems have to do with computers.

clear.

And this must be acknowledged in our methods of motivating our

design and analysis of algorithms or finite automata th~ory, are

students, and students from other disciplines taking our courses.

appearing in most undergraduate mathematics calendars and their

The more advanced of these, on discrete structures or the

adoption is generally not problematic.
In what reasonable ways might we modify the content and
style of our undergraduate mathematics teaching?

It seems useful

to point out that this situation can be addressed at different
levels.

Right in the classroom we can make use of handheld
hypothe~es

currently the subject of a debate, based in the united States, on
whether to offer such a course as an alternative to the calculus in
t.he freshmen year (RALSTON 81 and FUTURE 83).

calculators or a microcomputer with a number of display units to
painlessly collect empirical data as grounds for

But the most elementary of

these, under the umbrella title of Discrete Mathematics, is

and as

In summary of the

debate, the concensus seems to be that no satisfactory textbook
(and hence no satisfactory. syllabus?) for such a Discrete

a source of problems, or simply as a means of easily and

Mathematics course yet existsl and the calculus may be a more

effectively illustrating results.

effective vehicle for teach·ing mathematical maturity, by vi rtue of

Outside the classroom,

assignments to the students can involve similar computer-related

its·own maturity, depth and wide applicability.

methods and can incorporate experience with existing computer

these two points.

packages, such as LINPACK in linear algebra.
computer as a very powerful tool.

{,et us look at

Here we see the

Next, as we have argued above,

Frequently the proposed curriculum for the freshmen

the existence of these computer programs allows 1)S to shift our

Discrete Mathematics course is a collection of traditional

viewpoint when we come to teach vario1)s methods of calculation.

mathematical results, similar to present Finite Mathematics

Approximation, estimation and optimization will gain in emphasis

courses: Boolean algebra, combinatorics, induction and recursion,

(including at the secondary school level).

graphs.

to computi ng.
in mathematics.

Algoritllms are central

We can expect an algor· i thmic way of thinki ng to

gro\~

It will stress recursion, iteration and induction

Is this a satisfactory and relevant approach to the

problem, or is it disjointed, superficial and trivial?

What is our

purpose wilh such a course: to introduce the student to a language

as its tools, and routinely include such topics as computational

and some elementary results useful in studying computer science?

effort when an algorithm is introduced, including the necessity of

Or can we go further and show the power of mathematical thinking?

formal! zing algori thms in order to analyze them.

Research in modern applled mathematics shows us the relevance to

To meet this

perspective, we could use more algorithmic, constructive methods of
proof where appropriate.

At the same time, we should not forget

the appropriateness of many areas of mathematics to the study of

the discussion and solution of major computer science
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Can we convey this to our students convincingly?

One

approach might be a course on congruences over the integers, finite
fields, polynomials and coding theory.

Another, on the

Perhaps the most attractive option is to blend the new
approach in mathematics outlined previously, with the traditional
values of calculus-analysis-differential equations courses.

combinatorial analysis of algorithms, was outlined by H. Wilf in

Examples of such integrated 'courses can be found through our

[FUTURE 83, p. 38J and is similar to Chapters 2 and 3 of the

bibliography (E. Barbeau in [CMESG 821, [CRICISAM 681, F.S. Roberts

successful upper-level text [DESIGN 74J by Aho, Hopcroft and

in [FUTURE R3J, P.J. Taylor in [CMESG 821,

Ullman.

would appreciate hearing of others.

[WONNACOT'r 77)), ann we

Students graduating wi til such

a modified undergraduate mathematics education would be
What is the basic perspective we should retain when
considering these changes, what is our overall goal?

The major

betb~r

prepared for future changes and to use the full range of their
mathematical training in their work.

A model that appeals to us is

recommendation of [CUPM 81J was to capture the students' interest

that of someone beginning with a large database, taking the limit

and lead them to develop both the ability for rigorous mathematical

to obtain a continuous function incorporating this data, perhaps as

reasoning and the ability to generalize from the particular to the

the solution of a differential equation, and then solving a

abstract.

discrete approximation to this continuum formulation, for example

In this context it should be recalled that the Science

Council study of mathematical sciences in Canada [COLEMAN 76J found

using the Einite element method and linear algebra.

"almost all mathematics professors allege that 'their highest
ambition in undergraduate teaching is to convey not specific

Before you decide on the nature and details of the changes

content but rather a way of thinking", a way of thinking that even

you would like to see in undergraduate mathematics education in

our colleagues in other disciplines consider important and wish

your university, do read the well considered proposals of [CUPM

their students to undergo when ta,king our courses.

81), the many sources and ideas in [CMESG 82) and our annotated

It is so easy

when teaching specific content to'forget that our subject matter,

bibliography.

mathematics, is one of the greatest intellectual achievements of

these will probably be mainly in style, and you should collect

mankind.

True, many introductory calculus courses are presented as

If you begin with small changes in your courses,

resources, including texts that incorporate this style in their

mere exposition-regurgitation, but how much greater is the

presentation (e.g. [STRANG 80) in linear algebra1

possibility that the original proposals of a Discrete Mathematics

calculus).

course degenerate into meaningless junk?

Can we offer our students

courses in which the power of mathematics can be demonstrated in
computer science and the value of the computer in mathematics can
be appreciated in its proper role?

[WONNII.CO'I"r 771 in

For larger, "curricula",changes you will need to
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[APPI.lCATIONS 79J Applications of Linear A1sebra, 2nd edition,
CRorres and H. Ariton, Wiley, 1979.
r,ood (inexpensive) supplement to any standard sophomore-level textbook. Includes topics from a wide variety of fields (business, economics, engineering,
physics, genetics ,computer science ,geometry, etc.).
Chapters are independent and are rated according to
their difficulty.

convince your colleagues, both within your department and those in
other disciplines, of the value and necessity of your suggested
changes.

A description of both the new content and style is

necessary so that the spirit of the change is clearly perceived.
Problems in coordinating your proposed changes with other
departments are discussed by L.K. Barrett in (FUTURE 831.

[APPLICATIONS 80J Applications for Elementary Linear Algebra, S.I.
Grossman, WadSWorth, 1980.

We raised the question of the relevance of mathematics

Somewhat similar to [APPLICATIONS 79 J , rut wi th
less coverage.

courses, taught in the traditional form, for students arriving at
the university with a wide computer background, as many of our
students will.

We argued for the retention of presenting the

mathematical way of thinking and showing the students the power of
such ways of thought..

We argued agai nst simply replacing

[BIRKlkJFF 72 J "The impact of computers on undergraduate mathematical education in 1984", G. Birkhoff, American Mathematical ~bnthly
79(1972) 648-657.

traditional courses with a scattered introductIon to the language
and background of mathematical computer science.

Supports use of computers for study of the limit concept,
rates of convergp.nce, equation-solving, formula rnanipulation,etc. "New courses, to be widely taught by 1984"; discrete mathematics, numerical mathematics"

We offered a

number of suggestions on ways of producing more convincing
introductions, and more important we suggested ways of making
adjustments in existing courses to meet ·"ith the increasing use of
computers by our students.

Our emphasis was on the fruitfulness of

the interaction between mathematics and computer science, and the
reasonable modifications we can attempt in our courses so our
students have a deeper, wider and more meaningful education in
mathematics.

Bernard R. Hodgson

John Poland

Departement de mathematiques

Department of Mathematics and

Universite Laval

Statistics

Quebec GIK 7P4

Carleton University
Ottawa, KIS 5B6

(CHEse 82)

Proeeedin8. of the 1982·Annual HeetiD8 of the
Canadian Mathematic. Education Study Group, ed. D.R.
Dt08&, 1982. (Available from Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC), Ohio State University,
.cO!wabu8, Ohio.)

Page. 51-9S ,ive the report of tbe vorkin, Iroup on
tbe influence of computer leience on underlr.duate
Nathematica education, iocludiol appendicea by eisht
of tbe ooe dozeD participant.. A lively, multifaceted
aet of articlel, more poaitive io apirit thaD (FUTURE
83J, vitb maDY CODcrete IUlseatioD ••
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(CHEse 83]

- 113 (CUPt! 81)

Proceedinga of the 1983 AnDual Meeting of the
Canadian Mathematici Education Study Croup, ed. C.
Verbille, to appear,' 1983. .

A yery veIl conaidered aet of propoaala about the
undergraduate teachi~s of mathematica in general.
Cbapter oue make . . . ny yaluable pointa and i. vortb
read ins in Septemher eyery year.

Of particular intereat ia the addre •• by P.J. Bilton
On "The nature of mathematica today and implicationa
for mathematiCi teachinS" which Sh'u both senerd
principlea and apecific in.tancea of what he vould
like to aee taken out and put in to mathematica
education at .11 leyel ••

(FDl'UR! 83)

(COLEHAR 76]

Mathematical Science a in Canada: Science Council of
Canada Background Stud, 37, A.J. Coleman et al.,
Science Council of Canada, Ottava, 1976.

[GCJUJON 79a]

An experimental textbook, that besina vith
approximatin& aolutiona of equationa, convergence
find ins area. and yolumea by
,
approximatins and uainl li.it theore•• , leading into
intesration and differentiation vith mauy numerical
and alsorithmic idea', Read the reaaou. offered for
ita lack of .ucceaa in (FUTUI! 83). p.225.

The Future of College Hathematic., ed. A. Ral,ton
aod C.S. 10unS, Sprinler-Verlag, Nev Tork, 1983.
A collection of inyit;d papera for , Sloan Foundation
conference in 1982 vith brief report a on tbe
diacu.aion of theae paper a and three work.bop.. Hoat
of tbe papera centre about the queation of replacing
introduetory calculua by a diacrete mathem.tici
eourae, raiaed by (lALSTOR 81). Unfortunately molt
curriculum deyelop.. nt ia either too sener_l in
principle to aee how it vould be implemented or too
apecific in eon tent. to catch a glimmer of the
apirit. Courae deacriptiona by I.S. Wilf (p.38) and
r.s. Roberta (p.126) are the exceptiona.

Chapter four ia particularly releyant to undersraduate
mathematica teachinl and curriculum deyelopment.
Their philoaophy ia yery cloae to (CUPK 81):
iocreaaed "ph.ai, On teachinl the orilin and method.
of aolution of problema in the mathematical aciencea
and the ability to comaunicate vith other dilciplinea.

(CRICISAK 68) Calculu.: a computer oriented approach, W.
Steinbers and R.J. Walker, Center for Re.earcb in
Col lese lnatruction of Science and Mathematica
(CRICISAK), Florida State UniYeraity, 1968.

Recommendatiou. for a Geueral Hethematical Science.
Program, Report of the Committee on the Undergraduate
Program in Mathematica (CUPM), ed. A.C. Tucker,
Mathematical Aaaociation of America, Waahington, 1981.

''A discrete approach to 'cOlllpJter-oriented calQJlus",
S.P. Gordon, American Mathematical f.bnthly 86 (1979) 386-391.
Describes an approach to calQJlus which incorporates the
computer "in a particularly natural way": finite differences
and sums are used "to motivate the infinitesimal calQJlus and
to provide the appropriate setting for solving "real" problems
using discrete approximations". (It is claimed in [RALSTON 81]
that the cOlllIlltershould influence the mathematics QJrriculum
more profoundly than such local uses.) Contains a good bibliography of articles about incorporating computing in the calcu1us sequence.
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".4. discrete! approach to the calrulu5", S.P. Gordon,
lnt. J. Math. Edt/c. Sci. Teclno1.10 (1979) U-3l.

[IlILl'ON 82]

Similar to [GORDON 793], but with less mathematical contents
ilnd a more seneral disOJssion, Contains all a~lysis of ex~
perimcntal 1mp1enCltations of this approach.

(ml:ENSPAN 80) Arlthnetic Applied ~fathanatics. D. Greenspan,

By the chahmnn of the '1liltcn panel" responsible for the
report [IIJLTQN 79). A... in the talk presented in [OESG 811,
pranot es the unity of the mathematical sciences. 'Might the
steril!: antagonism which one sometinles finds today between
pure and applied mathematics-and pure and applied mathema·
tician,-be eliminated by abandoning those ]al)els lind rever·
ting to tho notion of a single indivisible dis~iplinc,
mathanatics."
,

Pergamon Press.

1980.
lIow fini to techniques and the computer clln replace lIlJ.Ch of
wl!."!t is done in continuOlU applied mathematics. FroIO the
preface; "In this l)(lok we wi 11 deve.1 OP Q computer, rather
thaJl a cOlltinuulII, approach to the detenninisti~ theories of
raticle mechanics. ( ... ; At those points where '~\iton,
elbnlz., and Einstein found it necessary to apply the analytical power oi the calculus, we shall, instead, apply the
COlflpIJtational power of modem digital computers. Coo.) The
price we pay for (the mathematical simplicity of cur ap·
proach) Is that we must do cllr aritblletic at high speeds. II
(See also tbe author's lJiscrete "bdels, Addison-Wesley, 1913.)

r

[l1E11RICI 77]

c;omptJtational Analysis with the HP·25 Pocket Calru1ator • P.
fErric], \,11 ley. 1977.
-'Programs by the author implementinf algorithns in number
theory ,equation liolving ,numerkal ntegration, evalua tiOIl
of sllCcial functions. IJlteresting in the way he uses many
llreas of mathl'lllatics to' prochlco 1\1gnrltbns that are fast
enough to run on a programmable pocket calculator.

IIIILT(W 79)

The Roh of AppUcationll In the Undergraduate Mathematica
Curriculum. COlllllliUee on Applled Ha thematica Tralninll
(P.J. Ul1to~, ~h.irman), Aalcmbl,. of Hathematical and
Phyaical Sciences, National Reaearch Couocll, Wasbington, 1979.

Repor t of a COJlIIII! tte II fotllled by the NRC to condoleI' the probl elQ
of l'cshaplng U, .. t~"chinl of _t"emAtiC. \:0 lleet the need. lind
purposeD of todey'a atudents. Similar'in spirit to (CUPM 81),
\lith. gruter ItnDs on "tbe .. utoration of the role of dUtereutilll e'Juntions in the core curriculum". Advocate. c:lolljl'l'
the gal' betwecD "b,Hract and "FPUed ..lItlte .... Ue. and ~re .. till& r
broad mnjor in the mathematical Iciences. Identifies the
principal problem a. baJna one of attitude.

"The emphasis on applied mathematics today and its impU·
cations for the mathematics curriculum". P.J. Ililton, in:
New Directions in Applied tlathanatics, ed. P.J. Hilton and
G.S. Young, Sprlnger:Verlag, 19Bz:-rP. lS5-161.

[oonl 74]

"Can,..ltel' sclenc" lind Hs relatjon to mathematics", D.E.
KJUJth, American ~lathernatical ~bnthly 81 (1974) 323-343.

A personal view of the interactions between crnnputer science
and mathematics. Discussion of a "typical conputer science
problcm"'(hashing) to fllu!'trate the sim Uari ties alld differences between the two fields. Describes computer science
as "the study of algoritllllS".

[lAX ET AI.. 76) Calculus with Applications and Coul'Jtin8, Volume I, P.
tai:.-S. BUrsteln ana A. taX, Springer-Verlag, 1976.

In (NOfICES 83]. the first autoor supports the view that
calculus slvluld rf'main die centerpiece of mathematics education in the first two years of college. D.Jt it is essent ial ,
he adds, the modify the way it is taught according to the
'\nodem spirit" , for example by taking into acrollnt the
impact of cOmp.1til18. His ccolceptions can be found in this in~pi ring
text which emplmsizes the relation of calculus to science.
Nllllerical metoods are presented as orgilllic parts of calwlus,
not Wlre appendices, while change of variables or inteJration
by parts serve to get new :integrals easier to approximate 00merically. A nrust read !
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[McCARTY 75] Calculator

Calcul~s,

G.

~tCarty,

Page-Ficklin, 1975.

Intended 'for the junior-senior level. Three long
chapters (over 100 pages each) on mechanical vibrations,
population dynamics and traffic flow. Pleasant to read,
a very good text for an Wldergraduate introduction to techniques of applied mathematics. Chapter on population
dynamics uses both a discrete and a continuous approach.

A workbook to accompany a conventional calculus text.
Uses the pocket calculator to illustrate the theory.
Each chapter contains several examples with detailed
discussions and complete solutIons,easy exercices and
more difficult problems. Most important theorems are
usually cited expllcltly.

[MIEL 80]

'~alculator calculus and roundoff errors", G. Miel,
American Mathematical Monthly 87 (1980) 243-253.

(NOTICES 83)

"FreshlDaD MatbelDatica" Noticea of the AmericaD
MatbelDatical Society 30, 1983, pp. 166-171.
TraDscript of a paDel diacussioD OD tbis topic at the
ADDual MeetiDI iD DeDver iD 1983, with speaker.
A. Ral.toD, P.D. Lax, C.S. YOUDI, aod R.O. Weill Jr.
Noteworthy ia "alatoo'. re .... rk that "we Deed ao
alternative t.~_fre.hmaD calculu. wbicb i. Dot a
revolutioD but aD evolution," aDd Lax'. rebut.l to the
di.crete mathelDatic •• uBle.tioD ••

[RALSrON 81]

't:omputer science, mathematics and the undergraduate C.urricula in both," A. Ralston, American Mathematical
Monthly 88, 1981, pp. 472-485.

Although the calculator can reinforce understanding of
calculus notions, llidiscriminate use of it or lack of
awarenessof the effects of roundoff errors can lead to
mistaken interpretations of results. Nicely illustrates the point with many examples, for instance Zeno's
paradox seen in the context of roundoff errors. Extensive bibliography.
[MILES 71]

and the cOlllfl1ter, the CRICISftJ.1 calculus project - Past, present and portent", E.P. Miles, Jr.,
American Mathematical ~bnthlr 78 (1971) 284-291.
'~alculus

the history of the CRICISAM calculus project. (Informations on CRICISAM can also be found in Miles'paper
in the book [TCMImOW 81].)

On

[t-mELS 73]

Mathematical l>bdels and Al~lications. D.P. Maki and M.
ThOmPson, PrentIce-RaIl, 73.
Intended for junior and senior students. Topics covered
include Markov chains, linear optimization, graphs and
growth processes (both by means of diffential and finite
difference equations). Each chapter has exercises, practical
projects and a good bibliography. Authors suggest a variety
of courses that can be taught from the book: survey, in-depth,
teacher preparation.

Mathematical Models, R. ~mberman, Prentice-Hall, 1977.

The article that provoked the conference [FUTURE 83],
arguing for the consideration of a separate mathematics
curriculum for computer science undergraduates, beginning with a discrete mathematics course rather than calculus. A well-argued introduction to the topic which notes
that, however desirable and valuable, the use of computers
in the calculus and other courses is not sufficient.
'There has been little realization that the advent of compute,s and computer science might suggest some fundamentale changes in the [mathematics] undergraduate curriculum."
(See also the longer technical report, with the same title,
on which this paper is based: Technical report 161, Dept.
of Computer Science, SUNY at 8.1ffalo, 1980.)
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[ROS~'ER

72)

''''lathematics courses in 1984", J.B. Rosser, Arner. Hath.
Monthly 79 (1972) 635-648.

"I believe [the average student) would be letter afflearning
the algorithms in a mathematical course, if they are property taught there. If they are property taught!"

nm.F
Lioear AIBebra aod itl ApplicatioDI (SecoDd
Editioo), C. St.raog. Academlc Preu, N~ tork, 1980.
An excitiol read io applied liDear allebra, with
computational dileu •• ioDs includiog tbe Itability aDd
efficieocy of the algoritbm., aod notel 00 LlNPf/:J..
Wel)-delfIDId frOID the yiew poiot of oumerical liDIar
algebra, but _a~ 011 the cODcept aud ule of liDear
traDlfonutioDa.

I SUPPI.EHENT 79)Pocket Calculator SupplemeDt for Calculul, J.I.
Ro •• er aDd C. de loor, Addiaoo Welley, Nev York, 1979.
lue~peDliye loft coYer editioD, caD be u.ed 10
coojuuctiOD witb ADy calculol text •

..

1981.

ed. L.A. Steen, Springer-Verlag,

A collection of essays, some of which are related to mathematics curriculum, applications and the influence of compute rs . For example, the essays by J.P. King ("&1t I ask a
favor, let one course ,just one, remain pure. And let it
be beginning calculus. "), A. Tucker (same spir i t as Chapter I
of [aJPM 81]) and W.F. lucas ("[The mathanatics cOlll1lllIlity]
must act quickly and in a meaningful way. There exists
many good strategies. The question is whether we will select
one and implement it in time, or whether we will follow philosophy's decline into prestigious isolation and irrelevance.").

'Unless we revise the calculus course, and the differential
equations course, and probably the linear algebra course
and I do not know what other courses, so as to embody muc h use
of canIUters, most of the clientele for these courses will
instead be taking computer courses in 1984."

(ST'IIANC 80)

Hathematics Tomorrow,

82]

"The disk with the college education", H.S. Wilf, American
Hathematical Monthly 89 (1983) 4-8.
JllJM.\TIf is conming!
IIIJW,.TIl is conming! (The impact of
the availability of symbolic manipulation on personal canplters is also discussed in the author's paper Ul [AlTURE
83]. where it is stressed that "it can be very unsettling
to realize that what we previously thought was a very human
abili ty ( .•• ) can actually be better done by "machines". It)

(WONNACOTt 77)Calcoloe: au Applied Approacb. T.R. Woonacott,
Wiley, Rev York, 1977.
leliar wit~ approximatiol aud defioing e aDd hal mucb
interplay be tweeD tbe differenciDI situatioOi ("finite
calculus") and differeotiatioD lituatiOD
("infiDite~l calculue"). Rh teachiDg ability ahowl
ill thh nadabl. text.
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